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Abstract

Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy (DMD) is the second most common gene disorder that affects predominantly male subjects. The most recent statistics report that, coupled with the Becker muscular dystrophy, it affects 1 out of 7250 male children aged between 5 and 24 years [30]. The disease consists in a progressive degeneration of muscle functionality, usually starting from the lower limbs and followed by the upper ones. Eventually, it affects the respiratory and cardiac muscles leading to a premature death in the late teen or early twenties of the subjects. To postpone the late stage respiratory decline, which eventually forces the children to be subjected to invasive operations such as tracheotomy or dependent on different kinds of electronic equipment for ventilation and coughing assistance, a constant training in the early stage of the disease has proven to improve the life quality and prolong the life expectancy of the subjects [38]. The therapy usually consists in a series of breathing exercises that aim at maintaining the respiratory muscles functionality. However, without the inclusion of an engaging factor there is a significant chance of abandonment of the therapy when the children will move to a different school, as reported by one of the physiotherapists that has been interviewed. The current project aims to tackle this issue by making the system more engaging thanks to the addition of gamification and musical therapy elements. Thanks to different interviews with the stakeholders of the project, many insights were collected and informed the final design. The finished implementation includes a hardware prototype, which senses the breathing pattern of a person (direction, strength and duration) and sends it to a central server, which in turn communicates this data to the game client. Thanks to such architecture the implementation of a multiplayer game, which was mentioned as a desirable feature from physiotherapists, children and parents, is made possible. As for
the game itself, it consists in a runner game in which the player needs to collect as many coins as possible to achieve a high-score. It incorporates a leaderboard as a gamification component and an audio track is used as a hint system, suggesting the player when to carry out actions based on the dynamics and the beat of the music. However, the broader vision of the project sees a system which allows a set of devices, each one addressing a specific rehabilitation exercise as controller of the game, to be connected to a central unit. The game could then be played by multiple players, although using a different way to control the main character. The evaluation phase of the current implementation involved children affected by DMD, and the results of this qualitative test suggested that the system has potential, especially thanks to the incorporation of the gamification aspects since they promote competitiveness and re-play. However, the role of music should be better integrated with a careful design of the levels, avoiding to fit many actions in a limited span of time since it makes it difficult to breathe properly for patients with respiratory problems. Nonetheless, it seems to be a first step in the right direction and additional research should be carried out to confirm the potential and explore additional possibilities.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The research on the treatment of the Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy (DMD) has seen an interesting development over the course of the last century, thanks to technological development, which led to better tools to analyse muscle tissues and consequently get a more thorough understanding of the disease, and the inclusion of different treatments that were not usually employed in therapy, such as gamification and music therapy. DMD seems to have been affecting humans since thousands of years. Indeed, it is possible to find the first depictions that closely describe the disease symptoms in Ancient Egypt. Indeed, an analysis of Figure 1.1 shows a probable case of lumbar lordosis, with a potential case of calf enlargement [7]. However, the first official medically recorded cases dates back around 1850; these records show a degeneration in muscle functions, eventually leading to a premature death. Since then, there have been many notable researchers that devoted their lives to get a better understanding of these symptoms and eventually find a cure. The most notable scientists that analyzed and further defined this particular disease are Edward Meryon and Duchenne de Boulogne, who outlined a thorough analysis on symptoms such as progressive weakness of movement, which affects first the lower limbs and the upper limbs in the next stage; a gradual increase in the size of the affected muscles and an increase of interstitial connective tissue in the affected muscles [7]. Moreover, Duchenne had the intuition that the disease was of a genetic nature and affected mostly male subjects [6].

DMD is for about one third caused by a new genetic mutation, while in two thirds of the cases is genetically inherited from one of the parents. The issue resides in a mutation of the gene of the dystrophin protein, which leads to muscle tissue weakness. The
reason why it affects mainly the male population resides in the disorder being X-linked recessive: this means that the information of the lack of dystrophin is linked to the X chromosome, of which female have two (XX) while the male have one (XY). Therefore, it is more rare that a female will be affected by DMD, since the other X chromosome will remain functional, while man have a much higher probability of developing the disorder [26]. As briefly explained in the abstract of this paper, the initial symptoms of the disease manifest on average around 5 years of age, subsequently leading to muscle weakness in the lower limbs and also in their spine, which forces the children to be wheelchair-bound on average around 8-10 years of age. In the latest stage of the disease, the weakness spreads also through the other muscles of the body, eventually leading to serious respiratory (diaphragm muscle) and cardiac (heart) complications [7]. The decrease in functionality of these muscles is the leading cause of death, with an estimation between 55%-90% of death by pulmonary complications due to respiratory muscle weakness between age 16.2 and 19 on average [11]. A study found also that 90% of pneumonia episodes were largely caused by the ineffective coughing [11]. Efforts have been undertaken to properly train these muscles, in order to prolong the lifespan of the patients. This approach has been proven successful, with an average prolonged life expectancy thanks to specific trainings that start already in the early stage of the disease, when the subjects have recently been wheelchair-bound and have a moderate lung functionality [38]. For instance,
the exercises incorporated into therapy include deep breathing, coughing with or without assistance and forced expiration [13]. However, it has been reported that although physical rehabilitation has several advantages, patients feel that it is sometimes hard to fully engage in the exercises due to different causes including pain, anxiety or lack of motivation [22]. Indeed, during an interview with a music therapist of the Roessingh Revalidatie Centrum, one of his main concerns is about the children sticking to the therapy after they change school and move to another part of the country. To counter these consequences, researchers have investigated the possibility to embed elements of music and gamification to improve engagement and motivation. On the one hand, music has been proved to be an useful element of distraction that allows the patient to focus less on the exercise and more on a purposeful, pleasant experience while doing exercises [21]. On the other hand, gamification seems to be effective especially in the hands-off therapy approach (i.e. doing exercises independently, without the therapists assistance), since this procedure has a lower long-term lasting effect compared to the hands-on one. Therefore, with the addition of elements aiming for higher attractiveness and engagement, there is a potential increase in therapy involvement and an improvement of the intensity of the training [14].

In this project I designed a game, which has been used to answer the following research questions:

1. What is the added value of adding gamification and musical elements to the classic breathing therapy exercises?
   - Do they stimulate different breathing behaviour patterns during exercises?
   - Do they provide more motivation and engagement towards the therapy?

2. Do users understand the game mechanics and perform actions correctly?

3. Can the therapist have control over the settings of the game in a way that contributes to the therapy?
Chapter 2
Methodology

This chapter will provide the framework that will be used for the design and development processes of the project. The techniques discussed here are part of the classic User-Centred Design (UCD) methods usually adopted for the design of services and/or products that take into account the experiences that are provided to the final user, assessing iteratively the usability and ease of use of the final system.

This part was already included in the previous Research Topics assignment carried out by the author of this Master’s thesis. Whenever new information is added, it will be explicitly pointed out as such.

2.1 The UCD iterative cycle

The design of a product or service requires engineers to take several decisions on its implementation, for instance regarding its available functionalities or how it is going to be used by people from different backgrounds and cultures. The problem with this approach is that designers/engineers and users have different mindsets and way to approach a new system and interface to it. Therefore, to avoid this pitfall during this Masters thesis work the researcher will use the classic UCD approach depicted in figure 2.1. This iterative cycle starts with gathering enough information about the users, through several methods that will be explained in detail in the following chapters. When the designer has a sufficient overview of the users, the design phase will start and prototypes will be created and evaluated iteratively with the users, trying to get constructive feedback to further improve the system. After few iterations, the product/service will be
Methodology

ready for an high-fidelity implementation that can be released and additionally refined to achieve the maximal user experience given the available resources.

![User Centered Design](image)

Figure 2.1: the general process of UCD (taken from Usabilla blog).

2.1.1 Analysis

In the first phase of the UCD iterative cycle, it is important to gather information to understand the context of use of the final product. Here context must be seen in a broad context, encompassing for instance who the users are, their experience with technology, the relationships between them — such as, in the DMD case, the physiotherapists, children and parents — and the environment in which the interaction with the product take place to better understand the user behaviour [37]. There are many methods available to the researcher in order to collect and analyse this data, which will be discussed in the following sections.

**Interviews**

To get a better understanding of the context surrounding the children affected by DMD, interviews will be carried out targeting the different people they get in contact with — such as physiotherapists, volunteers and family members. The format will be mainly of a semi-structured nature, meaning that a pre-defined set of questions will be prepared
but the researcher will be allowed to diverge and follow paths that he deems interesting to inform the design of the project [27]. The richness of the qualitative data collected in this phase will allow a thorough understanding of the users, which could inform an additional collection of quantitative data through surveys in a future research. While interviews support the collection of qualitative data, there might be a need to generalize assumptions to a greater sample. In this case, it is advisable to use surveys that can be administered through the Internet and therefore easily reaching more participants.

Observations

Another technique that allows to get a more thorough understanding of the context and activities the users perform consists in observations. They are run usually by silently standing in the same room where the activities under study are performed, giving the designer the chance to investigate and get insight on aspects that might be not considered of interest by users, but that could later on inform the design of the prototype. Although they rely mostly of silent observation, a designer can decide to ask a question to the users in order to clarify an aspect that he/she deems of particular importance. In the specific case of this project, observations will be carried out mainly during the music therapy sessions or whenever breathing exercises are conducted by the professional therapist. Moreover, they can be employed in the evaluation session while the users are trying out the final system.

Thematic analysis

As an addition to the Research Topics work, it is important to mention thematic analysis as a method to analyse the large amount of qualitative data that will be gathered through the interview process. It basically consists in finding and analysing patterns, which are also called themes, in the data previously collected [3]. It will be employed both in the analysis of the interviews and to examine the outcomes of the evaluation session.
Personas

Once enough data to give a sufficient overview on the users is gathered, it must be analysed. A common tool to employ to summarize the analysis on the stakeholders of a system (which include users as well as other people eventually affected by the system) is the creation of personas. Personas, as reported by Garrett [8], are fictional characters that are constructed from the gathered data to represent a whole range of real users. The reason behind their use is that when a lot of data becomes available to designers, it is easy to feel overwhelmed by it and lose the connection to what it is describing. Therefore, summarizing the available data into one fictional representation of a group archetype makes it easier to keep the users need as the main focus for the entire design team. In the scope of this project, potential personas could be created for the children (even several personas to reflect differences amongst the patients), family members and therapists.

Scenarios

Unlike reported in the previous Research Topics work, the scenarios were eventually not deemed a fundamental addition to the requirements described in the form of personas, therefore they were not included in this thesis.

2.2 Design

In this second phase of the UCD iterative cycle, the information gathered in the previous phase is used to build a prototype that resembles the final desired product. To have a resource-effective design process, the design phase usually sees two different kinds of prototypes: low-fidelity and high-fidelity.

Low-fidelity prototyping

Especially in the first cycles of the UCD process, working on a prototype consist in briefly laying out the concept of the interface to quickly and inexpensively test assumptions on the real users. To do so, paper prototypes are usually employed to roughly sketch the
interaction and visualization elements of the interface: users will try to navigate through the system by touching the elements drawn on paper, with the designer facilitating the change of screens. However, digital applications such as POP (Prototyping On Paper)\footnote{https://marvelapp.com/pop/} let the designer take pictures of the sketches and select which of the drawn elements are interactive and to which subsequent screen they can lead to. Navigation design is also an important aspect to take into consideration when laying out an initial prototype, in order to enhance the ease of use in exploring the interface and empowering the users to easily find the information they are looking for. To achieve this, wireframes are usually employed. They consist in an essential visual depiction of the elements composing the interface, without the use of colors or unnecessary detail\footnote{https://www.usability.gov/how-to-and-tools/methods/wireframing.html}. By testing these screens with real users, it becomes possible to discover potential issues and inexpensively fix them before committing to a higher-fidelity version of the prototype, in which a considerate amount of resources has already been invested. Regarding the thesis work, wireframes have been used to layout the screens composing the app, which have been subsequently tested with some non-representative users to quickly check the information architecture. Unlike what was reported in the Research Topics assignment, no Wizard-of-Oz testing was used since the finalized system was tested eventually.

### High-fidelity prototyping

After a few iteration cycles, the designer could be satisfied with the results gathered from the evaluation phases of the low-fidelity prototypes. In this case, the following steps consists in adding more details to the interface, in order to simulate the final product as much as possible. Therefore, the latest version of the prototype will be translated to a higher definition, specifying more precisely the interface colors, fonts etc. For the project of this masters thesis, the high-fidelity prototype will consist in a online prototype built with web technologies such as HTML, CSS and Javascript, which are further described in chapter\footnote{5}.
2.2.1 Evaluation

The evaluation phase occurs many times during the UCD cycles, since the feedback of the users has to be taken into account to further improve and refine the prototype to reach the final desired outcome. There are many techniques available to the designer at this point, either involving users or usability experts. Nielsen [24] offers a broad overview of these methods, which will be further explained in the following paragraphs.

There are two main options when choosing which kind of evaluation to carry out: either involving the users in the process or have experts analyse the design. The most widely used technique which involves users is called usability testing. It consists in evaluating a system in a controlled laboratory setting (see figure 2.2), to precisely measure aspects such as tasks completion times and number of errors made by the user. The planning of the test includes also the creation of a scenario, which gives a real life context to the user being tested, and a series of specific tasks listed on paper that the participant should follow to try to accomplish the goal of the test. While the test is ongoing, the researchers will observe the user and take notes, possibly recording the user interactions if he/she previously agreed upon it. Another common technique consists in administering at the end of the testing session also questionnaires, such as the System Usability Scale (SUS), to gather further feedback on the pain points occurred during the interaction with the system.

However, due to real-world constraints, it is not always possible to directly involve the users into the testing process. However, several techniques have been designed to pinpoint the interface issues that commonly occur in the design of systems. For instance, heuristic evaluation is described in Nielsen [24] as having usability experts to assess whether the interface elements follow standard rules, called heuristics. This method has proven to be more efficient when 3 to 5 experts explore the interface individually, subsequently meeting to discuss their findings: this setting has proved to uncover on average 75% of the interface problems [25]. See figure 2.3 for an overview of such heuristics. Another method that can be employed to evaluate an interface without the participation of the final users is the cognitive walkthrough. This technique consists in having an expert evaluator which has a deep knowledge and empathy towards the real user, therefore be-
ing able to assume how the latter would behave in completing a series of tasks taking into account for instance aspects as technology literacy, memory load and goals to be achieved.

For the specific case of this Masters thesis, the availability of real users for the testing was preferred over the methods not involving them. A more detailed description of the process can be found in chapter 6.

### 2.2.2 Implementation

The implementation phase comes after possibly many cycles of design and evaluation, either when the resources for the project are scarce or the designer feels to have gathered enough feedback to proceed with the final step of creating the product. However, the feedback collection should continue, since the final system might still need some tweaking or new features could be requested by the final users. Regarding this Masters thesis, the implementation part built upon the high-fidelity prototype that was gradually developed over time.
Figure 2.3: the 10 usability heuristics defined by Nielsen (1994).
Chapter 3
Context analysis

This chapter will be divided into 5 different parts, each one focusing on specific topics related to the overall research. First, specific exercises regarding the rehabilitation process of Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy (DMD) disorder will be discussed. The second part focuses on gaining insights about music therapy through the available literature. In the third section, the gamification implications for the current project will be outlined. The fourth part will offer an analysis of the existing related work. Lastly, the outcomes of the user research that has been carried out to get a better overview of the stakeholders involved in the project will be discussed. The chapter ends with a thematic analysis of the outcomes, and a description of 4 personas, that together summarize the requirements informing how the final system should fit in its context of use.

The work contained in this section, except for the user research part, has been already presented by the same researcher as a background research for the current Master’s thesis in the Research Topics assignment. New information, not present in the previous report, will be explicitly pointed out as such.

3.1 Classic therapy and exercises in the treatment of Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy (DMD)

Since the symptoms of DMD have been already outlined in the Introduction, this section will provide the most common measures that are used to assess the patients respiratory functions, additionally giving an overview on the exercises routine that has been proven to be effective in delaying the weakness of respiratory muscles. Before starting any kind
of therapy, it is instrumental to assess the current lung functionality of the patient. The rationale for this measurement consists in balancing how intensive the exercises should be for the child, since using a standard threshold could potentially harm the subject. Houser & Johnson [13] provide a set of measurements that allows the therapist to get an overview of the lung functionality of the patient:

- **Forced Vital Capacity (FVC):** the maximum amount of gas that can be forcefully expelled from the lungs after a deep inspiration.

- **Maximal Voluntary Ventilation (MVV):** the largest amount of air moved through inspiration and expiration in a specific timeframe.

- **Forced Expiratory Flow (FEF):** The average flow rate during expiration, considered between 25% and 75% of the FVC.

- **Peak Expiratory Flow Rate (PEFR):** the highest flow rate, lasting at least ten milliseconds, during a single forced expiration.

Regarding the final prototype of the game, FVC could be used for calibration purposes since it was considered to be the best pulmonary reserve indicator by Houser & Johnson [13] (thanks to the interviews carried out with the physiotherapists, which can be found in section 3.5, it has been clarified that the two factors considered for calibration purposes in practical terms are maximal expiration and inspiration rate). After these measurements are recorded, a set of exercises is administered to the children for a total of approximately 20 minutes per day. The importance of such recurring routine resides also in possibly avoiding more invasive methods, such as tracheostomy. Indeed, both the family and the patients frequently reported that the non-invasive methods allows to avoid some consequences of more radical solutions, therefore improving safety, convenience, verbal communication, sleep, swallowing, appearance, comfort and general acceptability [11].
3.2 Music therapy

Music therapy, as reported by the American Music Therapy Association, is “the clinical and evidence-based use of music interventions to accomplish individualized goals within a therapeutic relationship by a credentialed professional who has completed an approved music therapy program”. Following this definition, the goal of music therapy is to be an additional aid to traditional therapies with the aim to improve a patient’s physical and/or mental health. Indeed, many musical therapy interventions are included in rehabilitation programs to encourage the patient to perform the self-care activities that are part of the daily life. Indubitably, physical rehabilitation has several advantages on the patient’s quality of life; however, patients frequently report that it is sometimes hard to fully participate due to pain, anxiety or lack of motivation [22]. These feelings often emerge in patients due to the inability to control their environment, since they are dependent on others to perform even the most basic tasks in the daily routine; this results in a feeling of powerlessness of control over their own life. When music is added to a traditional therapy program, the subjects feel they are in control of the environment through the creation of sounds that are powerful and expressive [17], [28]. Additionally, it has been proven that music, in combination with a rehabilitation therapy, allows to improve the success rate of motoric, cognitive and communication [18], [35]. As observed in the research by Purdie & Baldwin, the use of auditory stimuli with rhythm during a therapy involving upper limbs use helped in achieving a smoother and more therapeutically favorable result rather than the control group, which was not exposed to these additional stimuli. However, it is important to note that in the specific case of DMD, unfortunately the advancement of the disease does not make it possible to get a successful rehabilitation, therefore the aim shifts towards the training of the muscles to delay the further decline in their functionality. Moreover, as previously stated, interventions to delay the muscles deterioration have the effect to improve the current quality of life and postpone the need for more invasive methods such as tracheotomy. Since the inception of music therapy there have been numerous studies that attempted to investigate whether embedding music into exercises has a positive effect on the subjects performance. The results are overall positive, with reports of an improved performance by 400% in healthy sub-
jects thanks to the use of rhythmically synchronous cues [36]. On the cognitive side, it has been observed that the repetition of the combination of exercises and music can lead to form new neural connections, which can be trained by repetition and form a strong neural connection over time [14]. Moreover, the repetition of rhythmic sounds have been observed to synchronize with motor neural activity when performing a task based on rhythm [35]. However, it is important to observe that music is not generically beneficial per se and it needs to be carefully chosen to fit the specific set of exercises forming the rehabilitation therapy. For instance, the beat and tempo of the music should be chosen to match the same pace at which the exercise is performed [32]. Moreover, given the engaging nature of music that might push the patient to perform over his/her safety threshold, the respiratory and cardiac rates should be measured whenever music is employed as an aid to the rehabilitation therapy [12]. An additional suggestion by Paul & Ramsay [28] consists in having a pre-warm-up and post-cool-down phases, where music either raises in tempo or winds down at the end of the session. In conclusion, music therapy is a valid aid to a classic rehabilitation program when designed by a professional music therapist, to ensure an appropriate interaction between patient and music.

3.3 Gamification

One of the factors that can be embedded in a rehabilitation program is gamification. In this chapter, the advantages that it brings in aiding the therapy sessions will be highlighted, and the potential inclusion in breathing training programs will be suggested. Gamification consists in the insertion of game mechanics and game design techniques into non-game contexts, such as therapy [10] [4]. However, this definition can be broadened and abstracted by stating that it consists in increasing the user experience and the engagement of a user with a system [5]. Indeed, what video games manage to accomplish is the creation of a fictional environment enriched by narrative, visuals and audio elements, which can promote the interest in something not strictly related to games, such as history [40]. Salen & Zimmerman [31] also support the importance of creating such an immersive context, to allow the players to feel engaged as much as in real life: an
example of a technological development that excels in this approach is Virtual Reality (VR), which allows the users to play within a virtual environment with an additional dimension, which they can explore by wearing a special headset that track their head movements. On top of this setup, additional controllers can be employed to further control the game mechanics (see an example in figure 3.1).

![Figure 3.1: gameplay of a VR game.](image)

Over the last two decades, an increasing interest towards the inclusion of video games in therapy setting has developed. Various researchers have assessed the potential gain yielded by the inclusion of gaming elements in different fields, such as education. Amongst these advantages there are immediate feedback, availability of information on-demand, productive learning, motivating cycles of expertise, self-regulated learning or team collaboration [10]. The video games efficiency in motivating and engaging the players is given by the way they impact their cognitive, emotional and social areas [19]. For instance, the aforementioned cycles of expertise are strictly connected to the cognitive area: a game is usually designed with a set of rules that regulate the virtual environment, and tasks are provided to the user in order to learn and master these rules through trial and error [5] [10]. Regarding the emotional aspect, there are two main outcomes: success or failure. On the one hand, upon successfully completing a quest the player usually receives either points, trophies or items to reinforce the positive emotions he/she experienced.
Wang & Sun [39] identified eight different forms of reward that can be used to celebrate success in a game: score systems, experience points, items, resources, achievements, instant feedback messages, plot animations, and game content. On the other hand, failing to complete a goal should lead to a state of anxiety (frustration should be avoided to ensure that the user keeps playing) that should be well calibrated, potentially including low penalties that encourage experimentation and task repetition [5]. It is interesting to note that the combination of repetitive skills training (cognitive area) and rewards (emotional area) have the effect to facilitate the release of dopamine, which in turn facilitates learning and neuroplasticity [33]. It has been proved that video games have this effect as well, thanks to the adoption of repetition and rewards as inner mechanics [16]. Therefore, the inclusion of game mechanics in a therapy program could help to change the behavior and focus of the patient, leading to an improve attendance of the exercises [14]. This assumption has been tested by Vilozni et al. [38] in an experiment utilizing video games for therapy purposes, and success was achieved since all the patients completed the assigned exercises. Lastly, the social area is affected when interaction between different players is involved. The outcomes of this interaction could be either of a cooperative or competitive nature, and it can yield a sense of recognition from peers [20]. Concerning the aforementioned cycles of expertise and their connection to the cognitive area, it is interesting to further define the kind of tasks that are required within a video game. Indeed, a difference stands between little and big games: the former consist in the set of sub-skills which are fundamental for the game mechanics (e.g. learning how to jump or hit an enemy in Super Mario), while the latter are focused on the end goal of the game (e.g. defeating the final boss) [14]. The reason why this division is important stands in the fact that the little games are designed sequentially to allow the player to increasingly train and master the available skills, with the big game being the final goal that can be reached once all these abilities have been properly acquired. Following this structure, it becomes possible to add gamification elements in therapy by using video games which require the patients to train skills for example inhaling deeply and coughing in the case of DMD that are needed to proceed in the levels of the game [34]. Following the discussion above on the cognitive, emotional and social aspects to enhance motivation and
3.3 Gamification

engagement, it can be derived that the main goal of game design is to change a player’s behavior [31]. For instance, it has been observed that gamification mechanics can be used to motivate students and trigger a certain behavior [23]. To design a game with such desired outcome in the case of children affected by DMD, it is useful to refer to the 6 dimensions of game design discussed by Garris et al. [9].

- **Fantasy:** create a compelling narrative that stimulates the child’s imagination;
- **Rules/Aims:** the child has to follow the rules put in place by the therapist;
- **Sensory stimuli:** based on these, the child has to carry out actions and react to novel situations;
- **Challenge:** there are constraints that make the game challenging, for example a time limit or a certain threshold to reach;
- **Mystery:** there should be some unknown parts that motivate the child to further explore the game;
- **Control:** the goal of the game must be clear to the child, and he/she must be confident in using the controller (e.g. Groovtube) to achieve the goal.

It can be stated that there are several advantages in including game mechanics in therapy settings, with the end goal of enhancing motivation and engagement of the patients which potentially lead to an increased intensity of the exercises that the patient is willing to take. The design of interactive, gamified rehabilitation tools can bring novelty and attraction to the user, therefore facilitating the cognitive/motor rehabilitation process [14]. To achieve this end goal, the therapist and game designer should collaborate to create a game setting that includes challenges that have a therapeutic effect, although the child should not be aware of these as they are hidden as skills that need to be developed in order to proceed through the levels [14]. Another important consideration regarding the end user is the current stage of the disease: indeed, Vilozni et al. [38] suggest that video games should be designed for breathing exercises that aim at improving/maintaining the respiratory performance especially for children affected by DMD who were recently immobilized and still have moderate lung functionality.
To conclude the gamification section, it can be said that by including some of the aforementioned gamification elements, such as rankings and special elements, it is possible to trigger the release of dopamine which in turn gives a positive feeling towards the game and allows an easier inclusion of the respiratory exercises in a daily routine.

3.4 Related work

In this section, an overview of the available technologies currently used in therapy is given. Thanks to this analysis, it will be possible to get an understanding of which devices are used to sense the breathing pattern of the patient and which applications have been designed to embed either music and/or gamification elements into therapy.

3.4.1 Hardware solutions

Groovtube

The Groovtube is a device that can sense both inhaling and exhaling and the intensity of the airflow. It uses a the Bluetooth Smart technology to seamlessly communicate with the device that is running the related apps, such as a tablet.

Figure 3.2: The Groovtube device.
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Depending on the arms functionality of the patient, it can be either held with the hands or fixated on a stand. One downside of the Groovtube is the cost: indeed, one family needs to spend approximately 1500 euro (as reported by the interviewed therapist) in order to purchase one for home use.

**MagicFlute**

The MagicFlute comes from the same producer of the Groovtube. However, it has a different interaction mechanism which makes it possible for patients to change the pitch of the instrument they play through the device. Indeed, a subject can move the head upwards while blowing into the device to reach a higher pitch, while he/she can lower it to obtain the reverse effect. This additional interaction makes it possible for subjects to express their creativity with music, without the need to know how to play a particular instrument. Moreover, the use of speakers that amplify the volume of the music compensates for the usually lower lung functionality of the patients, potentially making them feel powerful and in control of the music they produce. As the previous product, it is not affordable by every family since the cost of the device is around 2500 euro.

![Figure 3.3: The MagicFlute device.](image)
Wind Synthesizers

Wind synthesizers do not produce sounds directly; instead, they have a built-in MIDI controller that sends information to a device capable to interpret those messages (e.g. a personal computer). They allow much more control than the Groovtube and the MagicFlute, since they simulate a normal flute holes with areas that can be pressed to generate a different note (figure 3.4). It is therefore good to observe that they provide much more creative freedom, although some knowledge of music theory might be needed to avoid frustration in being unable to generate pleasant, coherent melodies. Moreover, they might not be usable for most of the patients affected by DMD since the disease renders the upper limbs not functional in a quite early stage already.

![Image of Wind Synthesizers](image)

(a) WX5 model  
(b) WX11 model

Figure 3.4: Two wind synthesizers by Yamaha

SoundBeam

Although not strictly related to breathing, the SoundBeam is a device that is worth mentioning since it has been used in several projects concerning rehabilitation through music. The SoundBeam, as depicted in figure 3.5, works through a combination of ultrasound (sonar) sensors and tangible controllers. By moving the hands in front of the red torch-shaped devices, it is possible to control the pitch of the currently selected effect, while pressing the tangible controllers allows to quickly change or add more sounds to the
composition, therefore adding a more complex dimension to the composition. For the specific case of DMD patients, this device could be used in the very early stage of the disease to further train the upper limbs, combined with a singing-along practice that would help them to train the diaphragm muscle.

### 3.4.2 Software implementations

In the previous section, a collection of hardware devices currently employed in rehabilitation through music has been described. However, all of them need a software component to work being it an application that assigns sound samples to input MIDI files or an app that can use the breathing patterns as a controller for a game. Especially regarding games, the increase of game-based applications over the last decades also in the education and health sectors make this approach valuable in rehabilitation since children are growing up in a technologically advanced world [15][11]. In this section, the focus will be on the available software solutions, especially focusing on the Groovtube app suite since it uses breathing patterns for musical and/or gamification purposes. In the following sections, a thorough analysis of how they work, their advantages and issues will be carried out.
Groovtube app

The first application that was released with the homonym device was the Groovtube app. As depicted in figure 3.6, the user can select an available image in the gallery and an effect to apply. Moreover, either exhaling or inhaling can be chosen to control the effect. The game consists indeed in either exhaling or inhaling to control the amount of effect applied to the picture: when the user breaths at his/her maximal, the effect will distort the image the most, while when the breathing effort ceases the image goes back to normal.

Figure 3.6: the Groovtube app, showing an increased effect when the patient exhales.

Carrying out observations on children using the app, there are two main considerations that need to be reported. First, they seemed to find the game quite funny and enjoyable, since they could pick new pictures and effects to play with. However, the second consideration would be that the long-term engagement achievable with such application could potentially be very low, since once all the effects have been explored there is no mechanism, such as badges and rewards, that could motivate the children to return and use the application again. However, this potential issue needs to be further investigated with further interviews both to the therapists and children.
Fairhammer simulates a typical Dutch game called De Kop van Jut, which is fairly famous also in other countries. The goal of the original game is to hit a surface with a hammer, which pushes an object upwards in a tube depending on the amount of force applied to the surface. This mechanism has been re-used in Fairhammer, since the blue bar that can be seen in figure 3.7a grows in height depending on the exhalation/inhalation force received through the Groovtube device. On one hand, this game has the perk of using already existing familiar knowledge of a classic game, therefore making it easier to approach at first instance. Moreover, an interesting gamification element consists in the general ranking visible on the upper-right corner, which could potentially give more motivation to perform better given the competition factor.
BilliardBreath

Another game in the Groovtube suite is BilliardBreath. The goal of the game consists in raising the black balls depicted in figure 3.8a to the uppermost boundary of the container through breathing. The game was designed to support different difficulty levels (low, mid and high) and three different modes: duration, sequence and power. In duration mode the children will practice the endurance of their breathing: indeed, they will need to inhale/exhale for a specific amount of time to raise all the balls. In sequence mode the balls need to be controlled one at the time: this favors the training of rhythmic breathing, with quick and powerful inhalation/exhalation efforts. The last available mode is power, and it consists in training the breathing strength by having to raise all the balls to the ceiling by putting as much power as possible in the exhalation/inhalation process.

![Billiard balls moving up](image1.png) ![Final celebratory effect](image2.png)

Figure 3.8: Screenshots of the BilliardBreath app.

As shown in the rightmost picture of figure 3.8b, when the patient reaches the goal of the current exercise the game shows a celebratory animation and also plays a corresponding sound. The praise of the performance appears to be an interesting addition to the game, but it could be made more interesting by the addition of badges or rewards, which are common gaming elements embedded in several games that aim for the long-term commitment of the player nowadays.
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Breath Music

Figure 3.9: Screenshot of the BilliardBreath app in Scale mode.

The Breath Music app is one of the two apps in the Groovtube suite that embeds music in the breathing exercises. It does so by offering three different modes:

- **Scale**: this mode offers the user to select a scale and an instrument. When the game starts, he/she can create pleasant melodies by inhaling/exhaling in the Groovtube device.

- **Tap**: the patients can select between the available songs and, once the game starts, they can increase the playing speed of the music by exhaling and decrease it by breathing in.

- **Song**: this mode allows the patient to choose a song to perform, with the goal of breathing in the device to rhythmically follow the song.

The interesting aspect of this app is the investigation on how music can be altered by people with disabilities. Indeed, the breathing is used as controlling element to change different property of music as tempo, or to allow one to create pleasant melodies without the need of music theory knowledge or the use of the limbs.
**Breath Trainer**

The goal of the game is to cycle as fast as possible through breathing. Figure 3.10 shows the three different modes available to the user: endurance & strength, endurance and strength. As depicted below, the difference between them consists in the slope that the character cycles on: the steeper it is, the more strength is required to proceed. Moreover, there are four difficulty levels that can be chosen to make the game more challenging: low, medium, high and very high.

![Screenshot of Breath Trainer app in different modes](image)

Figure 3.10: Screenshots of the Breath Trainer app in the three available modes.

An interesting addition compared to the other apps are the test and training modes. The former is used as a calibration tool to assess the maximal inhalation/exhalation levels of the patient, while the latter gives the opportunity to set the repetitions for a set of exercises. A calibration might be needed also in the other application discussed in this chapter, since the breathing maximal level differs between patients based on the stage of the disease.

**BreathScore**

BreathScore is the second and last app in the Groovtube suite that incorporates music in the proposed exercises. The game consists in selecting one of the available songs and listen to it in its entirety as a first step. Subsequently, as depicted in figure 3.11, the child
plays it note by note by either inhaling or exhaling in the Groovtube device. Once the breathing has been sensed, the next note is highlighted and it proceeds this way until the end of the song. Without hands-on experience on the app, the guess is the duration of the breath should match the duration of the current note as reported on the score sheet.

![Figure 3.11: Screenshot of the BreathScore app.](image)

**Groovy the Dragon**

Compared to the previously analyzed apps, Groovy the Dragon seems the one where the gamification aspect has been thoroughly developed. Indeed, Groovy the Dragon takes the same game mechanics of more commercial, mainstream video games such as Flappy Bird and allows to control the character through breathing. As shown in figure 3.12, the player controls a dragon that has to proceed from left to right on a screen, avoiding the obstacles on the track. To achieve this there are two ways, since different modes are available. In the gravity mode, the dragon will keep its position after the player stops blowing or inhaling into the Groovtube. In the most difficult setting, the dragon will start to fall down to the bottom of the screen when the inhaling/exhaling process is over: the consequence is that the child needs to keep breathing more often into the device in order
to maintain the dragon position. Compared to the previous attempts by Groovtube, this app seems to potentially provide a longer engagement for the children, and it could be further improved by adding further gamification elements such as rankings, badges and rewards.

Figure 3.12: screenshot of the gameplay in the Groovy the Dragon game.

**General comments on the Groovtube suite**

Overall, Groovtube created several interesting applications that explore different ways of training the breathing muscles. A general remark goes to the lack of consistency in the different apps: indeed, some of them have useful game mechanics embedded, such as rankings that could enhance the motivation in sticking to the games in the long-term therefore leading to an improved therapy attendance and celebratory animations when the end goal is reached. However, these useful elements are not used in every game despite the potential they could bring. I suggest that by making the apps more consistent in their content and visual design, it could also improve their familiarity and ease of use when switching between the. An additional remark goes to the interface of most of the apps: as it can be observed, there is a striking difference in the visual appeal of the screens
of figure 3.8 and 3.12 in terms of richness of color and attention to details. I consider this an important factor, since the apps are targeting mainly young children that might be more attracted to a cheerful and colorful interface rather than a mostly black screen filled with gray buttons.

### 3.5 User research

In order to shape the product according to the final users’ needs and limitations, different stakeholders have been involved in the design process. There are two main figures that can give insights on the children’s lives and attitudes towards DMD and the therapy they follow: the therapists, which assist them during the rehabilitation process, and the parents. Semi-structured interviews have been used to gather relevant data for the project, since they allow the researcher to explore topics of interest while being open to break from the strict structure and follow the conversation to potentially discover topics and gather additional qualitative insights.

#### 3.5.1 Observations of a music therapy session

The music therapy sessions organized in the Roessingh Centre take place always in the same room, which is equipped with a big table around which all the children sit. A keyboard (figure 3.13), which can be played by exhaling in a tube connected to it, is placed in front of every child. The session is led by the music teacher, who is also playing a guitar, singing along and giving instructions on which note has to be played at a specific time. As it can be already noted from figure 3.13, the keys have been equipped with coloured labels with the name of the note printed on them.

The following discussion with the music therapists revealed that nowadays music education is not taught anymore in many schools, including the Roessing Centrum, therefore children grow up without the basic knowledge about musical notes, hence the coloured labels. This is an interesting finding, since it suggests that any system incorporating music and directed to children as main user should not take music education for granted, therefore offering a way to successfully play and transform music in a more straightforward-
ward and simple way. Another important aspect that has been incorporated in therapy was a narrative: instead of presenting the breathing exercises as a must-do task for rehabilitation, the therapist and music teacher invented a story where the children were acting as archers who needed to shoot an arrow and kill a monster. The imaginary bow was loaded by deeply inhaling, and fast exhalations were used to shoot the arrows. This setup confirms a need for coupling the breathing efforts with meaningful controls that results in game actions in the current project.

Another important finding came from further observing the music therapy session. Indeed, when a child was playing out of tempo he performance was not stopped and the teacher kept repeating patiently at the right time which note needed to be played next. The fact of carrying on with the musical act avoids to put a child under stress because he/she is not getting the right notes at the right time. This is potentially an important factor to keep into consideration for the final design of the system: a child affected by DMD already goes through physical and psychological stress, the game should not pun-
ish for a bad performance. Conversely, as it happens during the music therapy sessions, the performance should be complimented anyway at the end to encourage retention.

The need for a complete system which allows the training of both exhalation and inhalation revealed itself during the therapy session. Since the centre was not equipped with a device to train inhalation, the therapists use an hookah, which is a device traditionally used in many countries to smoke some flavoured tobacco. Clearly no smoking was involved in the therapy, however the device was used to train inhalation. The exercise consisted in inhaling at the same intensity level for approximately 5 to 8 seconds. It is important to notice that the feedback for a bad performance is still positive, encouraging the kid to try again if possible to reach an higher performance without putting stress on him. In later interviews, a therapist affirmed that the device is liked by the children, since it gives a nice bubbly feedback that is perceived as playful and funny. Moreover, he also stated that giving the children the power to transform something through breathing gives them a sense of control and power, aspects which are progressively taken away by the disorder that affects them. Therefore, this partly suggests that controlling a digital system through breathing could be an engaging and powering experience or them.

3.5.2 Interviews

A limited number of interviews were carried out to inform the design of the system. This is due to several reasons: regarding the parents, only few children with DMD that are following the therapy sessions at the Roessingh Centre fully developed the cognitive skills necessary to understand and play a game effectively. Therefore, few cases were eligible to gather insights for the current project. Concerning the therapists, after two interviews the data yielded was very similar, since they shared the same professional opinions on the therapies and their efficacy. Consequently, no additional professional was interviewed. However, given the qualitative nature of the study, enough insights were gathered to get a sufficient overview, although more participants would have potentially brought more insights. The questions, the information and consent forms used for the interview process can be found in appendix A.
Thematic analysis of user research

All the interviews were recorded, in order to give the researcher the ability to focus on the conversation and follow potential interesting divergences from the main questions, while being able to further analyse the conversation afterwards. As previously discussed in chapter 2, the method used to gather insights from these interviews is called thematic analysis. The results presented below (see appendix A) will inform the personas describing the stakeholders involved in this project, which can be found in section 3.6.

Focusing on the analysis of the physiotherapists interviews, the following themes were found to be relevant for the current project.

- **Ideal home training**: both physiotherapists agreed on an important point, namely the non-hazardous nature of training at home without a professional figure following the session. On the contrary, they both stated that it is more dangerous for the children to not train, therefore reducing their lung functionality levels. Moreover, there was an agreement on the fact that a gamified solution could help in delaying the dependence upon mechanical assisted breathing devices. It is fundamental to stress the importance of the gamification component, since in their professional experience traditional methods are considered boring by children and are rarely employed in a home setting on a long-term basis. On top of these considerations, the game should be easy to play and short, allowing for gaming sessions between 10 and 20 minutes per day.

- **Issues to stick to the therapy at home**: children affected by DMD have more tasks to carry out during the day, since that on top of school duties they also need to participate to therapy sessions. The main consequence of this aspect consists in less motivation to spend part of their free time in the evening to exercise, according to the physiotherapists.

- **Features needed by therapists**: there are three main features the interviewees mentioned. First, the ability to schedule a training plan for the week and have the game adapt to it. Secondly, the possibility to tweak the settings to keep the children exercise at their maximum capacity. Lastly, the system should be able to save the
previous calibrations and settings for the children, so the physiotherapists are not forced to input them every time they access the game.

- **General and individual therapy**: the general therapy includes all the different respiration patterns, which include inhaling and exhaling with difference force and depth. This routine should generally be practised by all patients, although a specific therapy is needed when particular respiratory issues are present.

- **Advantages of embedding gamification elements**: the physiotherapists reported that games, compared to traditional exercises employing medical equipment, seem to increase the motivation and consequently the attendance to the therapy. Another insight on the reasons behind this preference resides in the ability to change elements of the virtual world with their breath offered by this kind of videogames, which potentially make them temporarily unaware on their disability by shifting the focus to a different environment, where they are in control.

- **System / game design considerations**: both professionals mentioned that a social aspect embedded in the game would be more engaging for children (“like in sports, if there’s a group is usually more fun to do, right?). Regarding a potential ranking system to motivate them in competing with each other, an important insight consisted in avoiding the comparison of respiratory performances, since it could be demotivating. The scoring system should be based solely on the gaming skills. Additionally, some minor insights on respiration levels and equipment design were discussed.

- **Issues or missing features in current solutions**: the current gamified therapy carried out through the Groovtube suite does not allow to save calibration data. The therapists reported that for some time they wrote down the data on paper and tried to keep track of children’s performances. Moreover, sometimes the apps freeze and the therapist is forced to close them and open them again, therefore losing precious time that should be dedicated to train the children’s lung functionality.

In the following paragraphs, the thematic analysis of the parent’s interview will be discussed. Some insights that emerged were not related to a particular theme, although
they offer a deeper understanding of the ways in which the DMD disorder affects these children. Indeed, the parent interviewed for this study has two children affected by DMD, but they are profoundly different in cognitive functions. Indeed, one of them is as intelligent as peers of the same age group, while the other has not fully developed and cannot communicate neither verbally nor in a written form. This aspect is important to consider, since it shows that although they are affected by the same disorder there might be a considerable gap in mental and motor skills. Regarding the motor ability, the insights previously gathered through observation during the music therapy session also showed that there is a wide spectrum of differences in how precisely they can use fingers to interact with physical objects. Thus, the future addition of controllers requiring this kind of interaction needs to be thoroughly tested and potentially target a sub-group of children affected by DMD.

From the thematic analysis, the following insights were gathered:

- **Motivation**: this theme highlights the difficulty that children affected by DMD have to keep a high level of motivation regarding the therapy they should carry out individually in the home setting. As the interview revealed, the main cause seems to be an intense schedule throughout the day, as the physiotherapists also reported. To make sure that the children do a sufficient amount of therapy, the Roessingh centre allows them to participate to the therapy sessions throughout the day, so when they return home they do not have to perform necessarily any.

- **Autonomy**: the way DMD changes children’s lives concerns especially autonomy. Indeed, they rely on their parents almost totally, from moving around on long distances to personal care. However, videogames seem to offer an escape from this reality, where they are in power to change the virtual environment without assistance. Moreover, the possibility to play with friends online contributes to keep a contact with them, despite the physical distance.

- **Preferences regarding therapies**: there are a few therapies that the children undergo. For instance, in music therapy sessions they train the respiratory muscles by playing a keyboard which produces sounds by breathing through a tube. For
general muscle training, they participate in activities such as swimming and cycling. An interesting insight coming from this aspect is that the children mainly like the group activities: indeed, the worst experience reported concerns the individual tests for lung functionality carried out in the hospital setting, whereas group therapy sessions such as playing music and swimming are the most liked ones. Although the hospital introduced some gamified solutions to motivate the children to complete the tests, such as blowing off candles or playing bowling with breath as control system, the setting and lack of a group creates a sort of hostility towards them. Conversely, the games played in the cozy rooms of the Roessingh centre in a group setting received positive feedbacks.

- **Social gaming**: the importance of the social aspect in gaming was mentioned several times during the interview. Videogames have a special significance for the child with normal cognitive abilities, since he plays both online when he cannot physically reach friends and also on-site when they are visiting him.

- **Game design**: lastly, the interviewee gave some insights on game design aspects. The game should be used as a visual system where children can focus on, embedding it with music elements that can improve the engagement with the product. Moreover, the possibility to play either in a competitive or collaborative manner with others, both school friends and other children affected by DMD, has been confirmed as a very desirable feature. All the aforementioned elements would concur in giving to the product a game-like feeling, leaving the therapy aspect in the background.

### 3.6 Personas

The method concerning the creation and use of personas is described in chapter. In this section, three different personas will be portrayed to represent the main stakeholders of the project: physiotherapists, children affected by DMD and their parents. These fictional descriptions are based on the data collected through interviews and observations; however, the number of samples has no statistical significance and more participants would
be needed to generalize these descriptions and potentially create new ones that describe different facets of the same persona’s group. Nonetheless, personas are an useful design tool that can summarize well the data gathered and be used as a reality check when design decisions are taken.

**Thomas, physiotherapist**

"Planning exercises in sets and repetitions is highly desirable. After all, we are training muscles like in the gym”.

Thomas is a 35 years old professional physiotherapist who has worked several years in different rehabilitation centres. At this point of his career, he is focusing on muscular disorders that affect children. Since he is constantly in contact with the children for whom he plans sessions and exercises, he knows well what they like and dislike regarding the different therapies they have to follow. He strongly believes that the group ones are the most effective in terms of engagement for them. Moreover, he is curious and always looking into new innovative system to incorporate into the sessions he organizes, such as have the children creating music together with special instruments or playing videogames through accessible controllers.

He is also aware of the power that technology brings and the possibilities that it could open in terms of therapy. Lately, he is been searching for a gamified system that allows to plan the individual therapy for children in terms of repetitions and sets, subsequently having the game adapt to these settings. Moreover, he believes that collecting data about the children’s performances could give a better understanding of the their lung function in the long term and offer a better therapeutic overview on their current situation.

Part of the therapy he prepares is intended to be carried out by the children individually in their home, however he believes it is really difficult to reach a good result in this scenario for many different factors. However, he believes that an engaging game could be helpful since therapeutic exercises could be hidden in it, therefore avoiding to give the feeling of training.
Ines, parent

"Playing video games is basically the only activity that our child can do without our assistance”.

Ines is a 52 years old mother and full-time worker as a doctor’s assistant in a clinic. She has been married with her husband Jos for 16 years, and they are the parents of a 14 years old teenager named Lucas, who is affected by DMD.

A normal day for her is really busy: she starts preparing Lucas for school early in the morning, around 06:30 AM. When he catches the bus, she heads to work for the rest of the day. When Lucas comes back after school, they spend some time together and do some activities, such as listening to music, walking out the dog or playing some games together. After that, she helps him with his personal care and get him to bed around 21:30.

The family does not live in the city where Lucas attends school or the rehabilitation sessions. This is an issue, since for him seeing his friends becomes difficult and he always has to rely on the availability of the parents. However, friends frequently come to his place to visit him and spend some time playing videogames together. On top of this, online gaming is an opportunity for Lucas to stay in touch with friends, since during the week his parents cannot drive him around due to their working schedule.

Ines know whether Lucas finds a therapeutic exercise enjoyable or not. For instance, she knows that he prefers activities that are done in a group setting, such as swimming or music therapy. Moreover, the hospital setting is very disliked by Lucas, while he does not complain about the setting at the rehabilitation centre.

She is open to new ideas on how to help her son practice more and be healthier. She would be interested in trying out new systems, although the cost is really important since the current expenses the parents undergo for special equipment and therapy are becoming quite consistent.

Lucas, child

Lucas is a 14 years old boy affected by DMD. He lives with his parents outside the
city where he goes to school and does rehabilitation. Compared to friends of his own age, he has a normal level of intelligence and cognitive functions are developed, despite being affected by the DMD disorder. This aspect has equally positive and negative sides, since unlike other children with low cognitive abilities he is aware of his situation, and he struggles with the fact that his health is going to deteriorate over time. Despite this fact, he talks with the parents about his future plans such as getting married and having children. His mood swings frequently, mostly on a daily basis, depending also on other factors, such as the quality of sleep and whether or not he experienced pain on that day.

In order to move around independently, he uses an electric wheelchair since he cannot walk and stand up straight on his own anymore, whereas he still has some ability in controlling the muscles of the arms and almost full control of his fingers. Although the wheelchair is an useful aid for his autonomy, he cannot travel back to the city on his own to visit his friends: in this case, the assistance of his parents is needed. However, he is able to roam around the neighbourhood and visit some relatives with whom he likes to spend some time. Regarding the autonomy aspect, he is dependent on the help of a third person for virtually every task. However, playing videogames is one of the rare activities he can carry out independently, since he still has full control of his fingers.

His schedule in a normal day of the week is quite tight compared to an average teenager not affected by DMD, since on top of school he needs also to participate to different therapy sessions. Due to this busy itinerary, when he comes home in the evening he is tired and lacks of motivation to carry out additional exercises given by the physiotherapist: it is seldom the case that he forgets to complete them. If he could choose, he would play videogames online with his friends.

Lucas follows different therapies, such as swimming, cycling and music therapy. His preference goes for the ones that are done in group, since they are less boring. The task he likes the least is doing the respiratory tests at the hospital, because the setting is not nice and the mask he needs to wear make his jaws hurt.

**Daan, child with cognitive deficiencies**

Although the interview with the parent gave some insights on this type of child in the
Duchenne realm, it is very difficult to portray them in the form of a persona like the previous cases. The main issue is that they generally have some degree of difficulty in communicating with whom is around them, thus making it difficult for the researcher to give a detailed description of this kind of user. Generally speaking, some insights gathered through interviews and observations during the evaluation phase gave the impression that children like Daan are introvert and have a hard time focusing on the tasks at hand.
THANKS to both the literature and the user research analysed in the previous chapter, the design of the overall system and the requirements to be complied with have been made clear. In the following sections, the conceptual model of the system will be discussed. The next chapter will focus on its technical implementation, delving into the details regarding every component of the system.

Overall, the system as a whole consists of both hardware and software components (see figure 4.1). On the hardware side it is instrumental to retrieve data about the patient’s breathing pattern and be able to forward this information through an Internet connection to the gaming system, which will be further processed and transformed in controls that allow to proceed throughout the levels. Regarding the software aspect, the game itself is played on a tablet/computer: the pre-game calibration is saved online and retrieved for analysis purposes, with the leaderboard being saved on an online database as well.

4.1 Generalized input mapping

Although the current project focuses on using respiration as controls, the architecture of the system allows to integrate other sensors which can address different motor issues that need rehabilitation. For instance, to train the arm movement it would be possible to send the proximity data coming from an infra-red sensor to the gaming component, mapping the yielded distances to an in-game action. This flexible approach allows to have separate hardware components, which can be programmed to send data to the game; the latter will contain the logic that accepts a given input source and maps the data received
to specific actions. Therefore, it is possible to envision a single game which can be played with different controllers and make it accessible to a wider audience of people affected by disorders which limit their mobility and dexterity. Microsoft recently announced that it will release an adaptive controller for Xbox\(^1\), which will allow the definition of customized controls. This system is specifically targeting customers with limited mobility, hence proving that the topic of accessible gaming is gaining traction even at the industry level.

### 4.2 Inclusion of therapeutic aspects

However, there is one important facet that this project aims to address unlike the Microsoft controller: the inclusion of therapeutic elements in the game design. Whereas the latter focuses on the onboarding of a different audience in their platform, the current project tries to address a need that has emerged in the interviews with professionals physiotherapist and music therapists, namely the inclusion and scheduling of therapeutic exercises into the game design. Indeed, the levels architecture could change depending on which training patterns the physiotherapist decides to include. For instance, as reported in the interviews analysed in chapter 3.5, there are different breathing patterns

\(^1\)https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/p/xbox-adaptive-controller/8nsdbhz1n3d8
that should be scheduled and worked out, potentially for the whole week. Through a web interface, the physiotherapist could access the data of the children using the system, checking whether their breathing performance is steady or has worsened over time and consequently plan the following week, focusing for example more on fast exhalations rather than deep inhalation. As for the music therapists, their contribution would consist in developing more music and subsequently cooperate on the level design, in order to offer a wider range of songs. This, in turn, has the effect of keeping an high engagement with the platform. Once the exercises have been set, whenever a child plays the game the interface would inform him on the currently active controls.

### 4.3 Game concepts and music as hinting system

As previously discussed in chapter 3.2, music is an additional element that has been proven by several studies to be effective in therapy settings. There are many potential implementations of music as an effective dimension in gaming setting of the current project: for example, it would be possible to create music with the breath, perhaps choosing sounds of different instruments. Extending this particular idea, there could be different modalities such as following along a song or playing freely and improvise without constraints. Aside from the inclusion of breathing patterns as controller, there are many existing games that have explored this paradigm: some notable examples comprise Guitar Hero, Frets on Fire and DJ Hero. The common design pattern they follow is to have a path in which the controls, which are paired with the music beat, flow into the direction of the user (see figure 4.2). Once they come to a specific point in this track, the beat of the music will happen and the player should press them at the right time. Depending on the precision of the user, they usually give different feedback messages such as “Perfect”, “Great”, “Good” or “Missed” and assign a different score based on the timing.

Additionally, a common feature these kind of games have is to require a specific controller designed by the producer, which is intended to better fit the metaphor of the game. For instance, Guitar Hero comes with a controller shaped like an electric guitar, in which the frets are represented by 5 buttons, which colours match the ones used in the user
interface. Moreover, another knob placed where strings are usually struck in a normal guitar needs to be activated at the same time as the beat to effectively play the note. The DJ Hero custom controller (figure 4.3) exemplifies this concept, giving the user the possibility to effectively mimic how a DJ turntable would be used in a real-world setting.

![Figure 4.2: Screenshot of the Guitar Hero 2 gameplay.](image)

![Figure 4.3: The custom DJ Hero controller.](image)

While exploring potential candidate ideas for the game design, an interesting concept
has been found. Indeed, a peculiar category of videogames exists in which the music shapes the level design and the movement of the elements within. A few representative instances of such group include Sound Shapes\(^2\) a platformer where elements in the level react to a specific song’s beat and details. For instance, part of the floor where the player can walk on appears and vanishes based on the presence or not of a chorus in the background song, or the missiles move or stop in the air according to the bass guitar rhythm. A similar game concept can be found in Lost in Harmony\(^3\), a musical runner where the music gives hints on the exact moment when to perform an action, such as move on another side of the screen to avoid incoming obstacles. The same concept is offered in several levels of Rayman Legends\(^4\). An additional runner game utilizing a similar approach is Melody’s Escape\(^5\)(figure 4.4), where on top of the hinting system the speed of the player varies based on the increasing/decreasing beat of the song.

![Figure 4.4: Melody’s Escape level design.](image)

Many other similar games were found, however they were not reported here as they share the same traits and characteristics as the aforementioned ones. A special mention, however, goes to BeatSaber\(^6\) which is notably one of the first games porting this concept

---

\(^2\)https://www.soundshapesgame.com/home/public.html
\(^3\)http://lostinharmony.com/en/home/
\(^4\)https://www.ubisoft.com/en-us/game/rayman-legends
\(^5\)https://www.melodysescape.com/
\(^6\)http://www.beatsaber.com/
to Virtual Reality (VR) and aims at offering the player an even more immersive experience.

Eventually, the decision reverted to the latter form of gameplay: during an interview with the physiotherapists, it was mentioned the preference of a platform game since children are already familiar to the concept, since they are used to games such as Super Mario. Moreover, the former kind of game design would potentially have required a more complex design of the hardware to mimic a breath musical instrument, which was out of the scope for the current research.

### 4.4 Online multiplayer for social gaming

It is worth mentioning that during the interviews with physiotherapists and the parent a clear desire for a social dimension of the game was expressed. Nowadays, online multiplayer games are very popular amongst several age groups and especially for children affected by DMD they represent an opportunity to stay in touch with friends, given that they are not able to autonomously move around in most situations. Therefore, the game could allow them to play together to reach the end of the levels: as suggested by the interviewees, the game format could either be of a competitive or collaborative nature.

### 4.5 Gamification components

Another aspect the game includes are the gamification elements, since previous research efforts discussed in chapter 3.3 have proven that these factors contribute to positive outcomes in terms of engagement and motivation. The game should include a leaderboard, which promotes the competitiveness between the players; special elements, to make the game more unpredictable and therefore contributing to user retention; and achievements or trophies, which are given as a reward when the player meets special conditions during the game.
4.6 Internet connection as fundamental requisite

For most of the aforementioned features, a prerequisite is the connection to Internet. The Groovtube, described in chapter 3.4.1, operates through a Bluetooth connection to send the data from the sensor to the game. After a brief interview with the creator of the device, he confirmed that this design choice was made to avoid the issues that a weak or unstable Internet connection would have caused. It is definitely a source of concern, since its quality differs in terms of service providers and location. However, this choice greatly limits the implementation of the elements discussed in this chapter. For instance, the use of an Internet connection on the hardware prototype level allows for the synchronization of different players’ moves and the broadcasting of this data between all the connected players, therefore enabling a real-time multiplayer setup. This solution could potentially be implemented with a combination of the aforementioned communication technologies: the Bluetooth connection could be used to send data to the gaming device, and the latter would communicate the information on the player’s movement to the server. However, this technique would require the setup of a double connection, namely Bluetooth and Internet, potentially introducing more issues in case of failure of one of the two. Moreover, the gamification component depends on this connection as well since the information must be stored in a central source accessible to all the game instances connected to it. Most importantly, the possibility to save the calibration history and set the training routines, an important aspect emerged during the interviews with the physiotherapists, is easily solved thanks to a typical client/server architecture. Indeed, such set-up would allow to save this information in a central source and access it through other interfaces, for instance a web page exclusively accessible to professionals.

4.7 Determination of focus areas for implementation

Many interesting concepts were raised from the research in literature and the analysis of the interviews carried out with the stakeholders of the project. However, a number of issues arose throughout the project’s life that did not favour the inclusion of the requirements in their entirety.
The inclusion of therapeutic exercises into game design has been partially included in the final system. Indeed, the current level design is focused on just one typology of exercise, namely the fast exhalation and inhalation training. Many approaches can be taken to fulfil this requirement in its entirety: as previously discussed, the manual level design would have the advantage of yielding carefully crafted environments, which can adapt both to the song beat and therapeutic needs after an accurate analysis. A more advanced scenario would consist of an algorithm developed in collaboration with the music therapists that automatically analyses any song the player chooses, subsequently integrating the therapeutic exercises selected by the physiotherapist and eventually shapes the level design. However, for the current project this option has revealed to be practically impossible to implement in the short amount of time dedicated to develop the overall system.

Another important aspect discussed in the conceptual design chapter regards the availability of a multiplayer option. During the initial development stages, a side game has been created to test the implementation of this feature. Although managing to successfully have a working prototype, where multiple people could access the test application from different devices and play the game together, there have been many issues regarding latency. Indeed, there are many communication channels where the information needs to flow through before displaying a feedback on the computer’s screen: the breathing data has to reach the server, which then forwards that particular player’s movements to all the others. This feedback loop has to work for each player towards all the users that joined the game, and since the entire communication has to go through a central server located in Ireland (the only one offered in Europe by the hosting platform used for this project), some delay in the reception of the packages is unavoidable. Given the limited time granted to this project, this specific feature was therefore not implemented.

Lastly, only a part of the gamification elements discussed in the conceptual design made it to the final version of the game, namely the leaderboard and the some special game elements. The main reason resides in the limited time available, considering the efforts required also for the other parts of the system. However, the current structure of the project allows for an easy integration regarding the achievements logic. Indeed, every user’s detail is saved already in an online database, and additional data can be added to
the user profile in order to fulfil the gamification elements requirement as well.
Chapter 5
Technical design and implementation

In the previous section, the conceptualization of the project has been outlined by presenting the requirements emerged from project goals, literature and user research. The following sections will report the implementation efforts of the whole system, firstly presenting a general, abstract overview of the system and subsequently delving into the development details regarding both hardware and software. Since not all the elements discussed in chapter 4 were included, it is essential to discuss the ones that were not included in this version and the rationale behind the decision. Subsequently, the technical details about the architecture of the system and the single components that constitute the prototype will be presented.

The game can be reached on the space offered by the hosting company1 while the code has been hosted on Github2.

5.1 General overview

The high-level working pattern of the system is quite straightforward. The user either exhales or inhales in a tube connected to the physical prototype; the data is captured by the differential pressure sensor, which sends it to the microprocessor/WiFi module. Afterwards, this information is sent through the internet connection to a custom server, which is programmed to send the newly received data to the clients (i.e. device such as laptop or tablet where the game is played) so that the main character will move accordingly. Figure 5.1 portrays visually how the information flows through the entire system.

1 https://duckieduck.herokuapp.com/  
2 https://github.com/alessandrocapra/master-thesis
Before the examination of the single component’s implementation, it is worth to mention some motivations behind the exclusion of some features in the system that have been previously discussed in chapter 4.

## 5.2 Hardware

Several option concerning the hardware setup were evaluated. Indeed, one of the most important features of the current project is the ability to sense breathing patterns, and many alternative methods exists to determine the needed breathing dimensions further discussed in section 5.2.1. Table 5.1 briefly analyse every potential solution’s advantages and disadvantages, followed by an explanation on the choices taken for the final prototype.

### 5.2.1 Desired measurements of breathing patterns

In order to make a sound decision regarding the best sensor for this project, it is instrumental to take into consideration the kind of data that needs to be measured. Thanks to the information gathered through the literature review (chapter 3.1) and the interviews
with the physiotherapists (chapter 3.5), it has been possible to define the following measurement that the sensors must be able to provide:

- **direction**: the children need to train both inspiration and expiration. Therefore, the sensor must be able to provide data for both actions, such as the previously discussed Groovtube device does.

- **strength**: the game design (discussed in chapter 5.4) potentially needs continuous data, for instance a range of values that will allow the player to keep the character floating mid-air at different levels to avoid obstacles. Therefore, a sensor that yields analog data is required.

- **duration**: being able to differentiate, for instance, a long, slow exhalating effort and a fast exhalation is important since different muscles are employed in respiration and they all need to be trained.

With this preamble, the following sections will focus on the suitability of specific breath sensing solutions for the current project.

### 5.2.2 Final hardware prototype

The options analysed in table 5.1 led to the inclusion of the Adafruit Feather HUZZAH microprocessor to cover the processing and Internet connectivity requirements, while the MPXV7002DP differential pressure sensor has been chosen to fulfil the breath sensing prerequisite. Amongst the aforementioned advantages regarding these two solutions, some additional details regarding the implementation are worth to be further discussed.

Regarding the Adafruit Feather Huzzah, in the last stages of hardware design the potential use of a lithium battery to power the board was rejected: the main reason for this choice stands in the insufficient voltage of 3.7V that the battery could yield to power the sensor, which needs 5V according to its datasheet. However, as showed in figure 5.2, a pin labelled USB has been used to draw the power from the USB port, which has also been used to upload the code on the microprocessor. To allow a truly wireless setup, an external powerbank has been incorporated in the prototype casing which can be seen in
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WiFi connectivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ESP8266</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>advantages</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• microprocessor + WiFi (usable as</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standalone module)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• cheap (around $5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• programmable through Arduino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Development Kit (SDK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>disadvantages</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• imprecise documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• difficult switch between bootload-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ing and operational modes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• external voltage divider needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• lack of analog pins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• same setup behaving differently in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>different times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adafruit Feather HUZZAH</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>advantages</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• works with the Arduino SDK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• automatic switch between bootload-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loading and operational modes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• slot for additional lithium battery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• embedded voltage divider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• one analog pin available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>disadvantages</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• none to mention in the context of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>this project</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Comparison of different hardware solutions for the WiFi connection.
## Breath sensors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>XeThru X4M200</th>
<th>Wind Sensor Rev. C</th>
<th>Oxygen sensor</th>
<th>Anemometer through fan</th>
<th>MPXV7002DP differential pressure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>advantages</strong></td>
<td>Infrared technology (no cumbersome equipment)</td>
<td>high precision in recording chest movements</td>
<td>can discern between inhalation (high oxygen level) and exhalation (low oxygen level)</td>
<td>can measure strength, direction and duration of breath</td>
<td>can measure strength, direction and duration of breath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>high precision in recording chest movements</td>
<td>differentiates between inhalation and exhalation</td>
<td>easy to integrate with Arduino</td>
<td>easy to integrate with Arduino</td>
<td>ideal supported pressure range (between -2Kpa/2Kpa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>differentiates between inhalation and exhalation</td>
<td></td>
<td>cheap (below $30)</td>
<td>cheap (under $10)</td>
<td>cheap (around $10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>disadvantages</strong></td>
<td>high cost ($249)</td>
<td>cannot differentiate between inhalation and exhalation</td>
<td>unable to measure the strength of breath</td>
<td>mechanical parts would introduce delay at airflow direction change (not suitable for a game which is essentially based on timing of actions)</td>
<td>lower precision than advertised due to the use of Arduino and its limited processing power</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5.2: Comparison of different sensors for breath.
Another advantage of the Adafruit Feather HUZZAH over the ESP8266 option was the native presence of an analog pin, which was instrumental to read the data yielded by the differential pressure sensor. However, the specifications of the microprocessor highlighted that this pin accepts a maximal voltage of 1V, which means that the 5V output yielded by the MPXV7002DP could have damaged the board if not properly addressed. To solve this issue, a simple voltage divider has been included in the final design: two resistors, respectively with a resistance of 820Ω and 180Ω, have been used to reduce the voltage intake in the analog pin from 5V to 0.86V (figure 5.2), therefore below the maximal recommended threshold.

Figure 5.2: schematics for the final prototype setup with the Adafruit Feather Huzzah and the MPXV7002DP differential pressure sensor (the component for the sensor in the figure has a different label, but the functionalities are equal).

To briefly summarize the inner working of the hardware setup, the Adafruit Feather HUZZAH is powered by a powerbank with 5V. Next, the 5V power supply is also transferred to the MPXV7002DP differential pressure sensor, which linearly maps the sensed pressure in the following way: 0V when the pressure reaches -2Kpa (inhaling maximal threshold), 2.5V when the pressure measured is close to 0Kpa and 5V when the pressure is 2Kpa (maximal exhaling level). This information is then passed through the voltage divider, since the voltage intake of the analog pin has to be reduced to maximum 1V as previously discussed. This mapped value (from 0V-5V to 0V-1V) is then returned to
the Adafruit Feather HUZZAH, which will execute some calculations software-wise and send the data through the previously established Internet connection. The final soldered board of the setup hereby discussed is depicted in figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3: Final hardware setup.

5.2.3 Physical casing for the hardware prototype

A casing for the hardware components has been designed, both for functional and aesthetic reasons. Indeed, the box depicted in figure 5.4 has a better appeal than the mere soldered board, especially with a regard on the evaluation phase with users. Regarding the functional aspect, the single components will be discussed in the following sections.

The casing itself has been created with the use of plywood surfaces, which have been laser-cut to take the desired shape. The whole setup can be closed thanks to 4 screws placed on the upper side.

3D printed custom parts were also needed: one is used to hold down the powerbank
— used to power the whole setup — in a safe position, so it does not move inside the box with the risk of damaging the electronic components. However, the most important part is the adaptor (which can be seen partially on the upper side of the case) which needs to converge the air coming from the tube where the user breathes in or out inside a much smaller tube (12mm versus 1mm of diameter). The requirement behind these different diameters is due to the dimension of the measuring ports on the MPXV7002DP sensor, which are quite narrow and a tube precisely fitting them was needed to make sure that the entire airflow would be converged in such apertures.

The last components to mention in this setup are the flexible outer tube, which perfectly fits the mouthpiece that is currently used for other devices in the Roessing Revalidatie Centrum. The inclusion of the latter in the design was a fundamental requirements, since it incorporates some parts that prevent the spreading of bacteria between children who have to share these devices.

Figure 5.4: Casing of the prototype.
5.3 Software

This section will focus on the software implementation of all the components included in the system: the microcontroller/WiFi module, which reads the data from the sensor and sends it via Internet; the server, which handles the communication with the clients and database; the client, which displays the game interface to the user.

5.3.1 General architecture

The system is set up following the state-of-the-art implementation of a client-server architecture, previously depicted in figure 5.1. The server is the central source that handles and forwards information between clients, either the Adafruit Feather HUZZAH or the game itself. Moreover, it offers a simplified interface to retrieve, update, create or delete entries from the database thanks to a set of Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). These are used to offer a way to access data without directly querying the database, therefore allowing to impose a limit on the data that an external entity can access.

A brief example on how the system works is the following: when the user exhales or inhales in/from the tube, this data is processed by the sensor and yielded to the microcontroller. This information is then mapped from the voltage that the sensor yields to a specific pressure value in Kpa, which is subsequently sent to the central server (the microprocessor tries to establish a connection with the WiFi network at the booting up stage). On the server, another client (in this case some a browser who visited the official game webpage\footnote{https://duckieduck.herokuapp.com} has established a connection. With this configuration, a channel of real-time communication has been established between the hardware collecting the raw data, the server that forwards it to the game and the game which interprets and maps the values as actions.

5.3.2 Javascript as the main programming language of the project

It is important to mention that a specific design choice went into the main programming language utilized throughout the whole project, namely Javascript. Indeed, excluding
the C++ code needed to write a new firmware on the Adafruit Feather Huzzah through the Arduino interface, both the server and the game client have been written entirely in Javascript. There are mainly two reasons behind this choice: first, the author has a personal and professional interest in further developing skills in such programming language, as over the past 10 years the expansion of its adoption has grown both on the server and client side thus making it a reliable and flexible technology thanks to the introduction of different frameworks (as an example, React has been created by Facebook and has since become the industry standard on the creation of user interfaces in progressive web-app development).

Additionally, the advantage of employing Javascript on the client side resides in the fact that every modern browser can interpret it natively; this also means that every device able to run a web browser, such as tablets and smartphones, can be used to play the game, therefore making it truly multi-platform. This is a huge advantage over existing solutions, such as Groovtube, which require specifically to own an iPad, a quite expensive device that not all the families can afford on top of the equipment their children need because of the DMD disorder. However, if in future scenarios a native application is preferred, existing tools can be leveraged to easily create a mobile version from the same codebase both for Android and iOS devices.

5.3.3 Server

To allow the access to the database resources, the server architecture follows a common approach called Representational State Transfer (REST), which relies on the methods offered by the HTTP protocol. This means that through different methods in this standard it is possible to retrieve, modify and delete resources stored on the database without having the client directly querying it. In this context, Application Program Interfaces (APIs) are used in web development to yield the retrieved data in an accessible, easy to process format, such as JSON or XML.

The implementation of the server in the current project offers several endpoints, aimed
Table 5.3: Endpoints for the APIs of the system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Endpoint</th>
<th>HTTP Method</th>
<th>Resulting output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/api/users</td>
<td>GET</td>
<td>gets a list of all the users of the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/api/users</td>
<td>POST</td>
<td>creates a new user in the database with the data passed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/api/users/:id</td>
<td>GET</td>
<td>gets information on the specific user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/api/users/:id</td>
<td>PUT</td>
<td>updates the specific user in the database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/api/users/:id</td>
<td>DELETE</td>
<td>deletes the specific user from the database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/api/calibrations</td>
<td>POST</td>
<td>adds calibration record for a specific user, whose id is passed in the request</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

at offering a quick access to the database. Table 5.3 offers an overview of all the available calls and the result yielded. It can be noticed that there is no endpoint defined to retrieve the calibrations; the reason for this design choice is that all the calibrations related to a specific user are yielded when retrieving information specifically about him/her, so all the information is collected in a more relevant, structured way.

5.3.4 Database

The database is employed to store all the user details. The current implementation has two tables: one where the user data such as name, password and high score are saved; the second one stores the calibrations carried out by every user, saving the maximal inhalation and exhalation measurements and the timestamp when they have been recorded (for a more detailed depiction, see figure 5.5). A Structured Query Language (SQL) database has been chosen, since it is a reliable technology that has been used and improved over the course of many decades. In particular, a specific implementation called PostgreSQL was chosen from the researcher, mainly for the convenience of being offered for free by the same company that offers the hosting of the whole application, namely Heroku (further discussed in the following sections).

5.3.5 Clients

The clients are intended as entities that communicate and exchange through a central source, which is the server. In the current setup two client types are existing: the micro-
Microcontroller + WiFi module

As previously reported in table 5.1, the Adafruit Feather Huzzah microprocessor supports the Arduino Software Development Kit (SDK), therefore allowing to write a new firmware in the microprocessor memory using default libraries for Arduino. This has been a design choice, given the previous experience with the Arduino platform and the vast amount of information available on the Internet.

On top of the default libraries, it is worth to mention that the availability of a specific one named ESP8266WiFi.h allowed for a straightforward connection to a WiFi network, which is usually not easy to achieve with the Arduino platform. The first tentative of communication of the data pressure between this client and the game one was achieved by sending a single POST request for every reading coming from the differential pressure sensor: this kind of request is included in the standard Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) definition, and is usually employed to send data to a server, such as form contents. However, this setup has a critical flaw: when a POST request is sent, a connection to the server is opened and once the data is sent the connection is closed immediately. The main consequence of this issue is given by the impossibility of sending real-time data, since the creation and elimination of a connection requires too much time.
After additional research on this issue, a solution was found in WebSockets. This technology allows a server and multiple clients to maintain an open channel of communication, where messages get exchanged between parties without the need for the clients to send additional requests to the server. An interesting feature of this architecture resides in the server’s ability to send messages to clients, indeed changing the nature of the classic HTTP protocol where the server is seen as the party that merely receives requests and responds to them. This functionality is fundamental to the project, since the pressure data that the Adafruit Feather Huzzah sends to the server needs to be broadcasted to other clients, where the game is played, that are connected via the same Websocket instance. There are several implementations of the WebSocket technology for different frameworks, but since the server, as explained in section 5.3.3, is based on the NodeJS framework, the choice of service that perfectly supports this architecture fell on Socket.IO. The service is straightforward to implement, thanks to a custom library kindly provided by the user washo4evr on Github, which allows to connect to the server and forward messages pertaining the pressure sensed by the differential pressure sensor.

The implementation of this part of the project can be accessed on Github.

Game

This section focuses on giving an overview on the available libraries and frameworks that could have been used to implement the final game. After a brief discussion regarding their advantages and disadvantages, a more detailed description regarding the chosen framework will be offered. Generally, two main options were feasible: a combination of different libraries that take care of specific aspects, such as rendering, audio and input handling; frameworks, which embed already all these aspects in one package. In the case of the former, an exemplary setup could include:

- PixiJS (2D rendering) or ThreeJS (3D rendering)

https://socket.io/
https://github.com/washo4evr/Socket.io-v1.x-Library
https://github.com/alessandrocapra/arduino-thesis
http://www.pixijs.com/
https://th3eels.org/
- HowlerJS\textsuperscript{12} (audio)
- HammerJS\textsuperscript{13} (user input)

This kind of setup leaves freedom of implementation, but requires additional work to carry out more heavy tasks, such as physics calculations. On the other hand, frameworks are a collection of functionalities that aims to offer a complete solution to the developer. Given the limited amount of time for the development of the final solution, the framework setup seems more a more suitable choice. However, several frameworks are available online, each with perks and disadvantages. Some notable examples are examples are:

- MelonJS\textsuperscript{14}
- Impact\textsuperscript{15}
- CreateJS\textsuperscript{16}
- Phaser\textsuperscript{17}

The comparison took in account features such as functionalities offered, pricing and support from the online community. After a careful evaluation, Phaser has been chosen as the framework in which the game will be developed: it can be used for free, there is a great support from the community online on different channels and hundreds of code examples that shows how to achieve the desired functionalities.

### 5.3.6 Hosting platform

In order to access the game from any location, the server and databases need to be stored online. In order to achieve this, Heroku\textsuperscript{18} has been chosen as deployment service. It

\textsuperscript{12}https://howlerjs.com/
\textsuperscript{13}https://hammerjs.github.io/
\textsuperscript{14}http://melonjs.org/
\textsuperscript{15}http://impactjs.com/
\textsuperscript{16}https://createjs.com/
\textsuperscript{17}https://phaser.io/
\textsuperscript{18}https://www.heroku.com
allows to host a low traffic application for free on their servers, which perfectly suits the prototypical nature of the project. If needed, the subscription plan can always be upgraded to sustain higher traffic. In addition, Heroku offers also an online database that can always be accessed, which has been previously presented.

5.3.7 Music

Initially, an important effort was put in trying to achieve the ideal solution, namely having a software that could examine any song and automatically build a level based on this analysis. However, mainly due to time issues, this option was abandoned afterwards. It is worth mentioning though that achieving this goal might be possible thanks to external libraries or services, such as SonicAPI\textsuperscript{19}. This product focuses on offering API access to their algorithms, which can analyse many aspects of music such as tempo, keys, loudness and melody. As an example, being able to get the beats information for a chosen song could allow an automatic, dynamic creation of game levels. A similar service is made available from Spotify as well especially for developers\textsuperscript{20}. In another scenario of a game that allows to choose an instrument and play it (e.g. via the breathing device developed in this project), the MIDI.js library\textsuperscript{21} seems the perfect candidate to achieve such result. Indeed, it offers functionalities that enables the developer, as an example, to map the incoming pressure data ranges to notes that will be generated thanks to many soundfonts already included in the software.

However, as already discussed due to time restraints the research group opted for focusing on a single musical piece, around which the level design would be structured. Thanks to the support and professional help of the experts in music therapy at the ArtEZ University of the Arts, some parts of the Ode to Joy from Beethoven have been selected as the perfect candidates for the evaluation. The rationale behind this decision concerns the structure of the song: indeed, its arrangement of modi, variations and contrast shape how predictable the song is, making it more suitable for therapeutic goals. Moreover, familiarity is an aspect that derives from the fact that this is a musical piece frequently

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
  \item http://www.sonicapi.com/
  \item https://developer.spotify.com/console/tracks/
  \item https://github.com/mudcube/MIDI.js/
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
used in music therapy sessions and therefore well known from the children. Together with the music therapists, it has been chosen to divide the exercise in 3 parts: introduction, workout and outro. The central part was the one representing the forte dynamics, the climax of the composition, where the children were required to put more effort with the breathing since the obstacles to overcome were higher.

5.4 Level design

This section will focus particularly on the game level. Additionally, the screens that allow the navigation and contain the other functionalities of the project are reported in appendix A.7.

The reasons for which the game has eventually been designed as a runner game are contained in chapter 4.3. The current implementation partially includes the gamification and musical elements previously discussed in the thesis (see chapter 4.7 for a detailed description). Unfortunately, many of the gamification elements that were discussed in the conceptual design part could not be implemented in the final prototype, mainly for time constraints. Indeed, the inclusion of special boxes with specific functions and additional trophies and badges to collect are feasible to incorporate given the architecture of the system. As for the music, more tracks should be included to offer more variety and encourage to play on a regular basis.

During the gameplay, several elements are depicted on the interfaces as depicted in figure 5.6. In the following paragraphs, a concise description will be given for each one of them, excluding the self-explanatory ones like score and the pause button. Another element which is not visible in the aforementioned figure are the instructions that are briefly visualized at the beginning of the level, which instruct the player about the consequences of the breathing action (blowing out equals jumping and flying, while inhaling corresponds to swimming underwater).

- The main character is located on the left side of the screen, and its position remains fixed while the camera scrolls left to right, displaying new elements of the level as the player proceeds.
enemies that need to be avoided are displayed in the form of bees, which also pulse according to the beat of the song.

the training and actual game levels have exactly the same structure, although there are some differences in the interface. As an aid, in the training level arrows are positioned where the player should apply the breathing action to help him/her understand how the game is supposed to be played.

in the upper left corner the player can see the remaining lives, which are detracted whenever the main character bumps into enemies or walls.

the red dot in the upper right corner indicates whether the breathing device is connected / used for the session. It is represented in the same way in the calibration screen.

some special boxes are placed throughout the whole level. To balance the difficulty level and make it possible to reach an higher score, they have been designed to
randomly provide either an additional heart or make the coins double their value for a limited amount of time.

- the fundamental element of the game certainly resides in the coins. Indeed, on top of being the only way to accumulate score points, they embed both the gamification and music therapy elements: given the physics of the game, the player needs to perform a specific type of breathing (fast exhalation and inhalation) to retrieve the most of them, which also overlaps with the beats of the music piece. Moreover, their placement is not random but carefully crafted with the help of the music therapists to represent the dynamics of the music and mimic the way the notes sound (higher or lower.)

5.5 Limitations

The main issue with the current implementation concerns the suitability of mobile devices to run the game. More specifically, the game perfectly adapts to a different screen size but due to the framework inner mechanisms the mobile version needs a more accurate design. As an example, the main problem consists of several elements such as level tiles, enemies, coins and special boxes being loaded all at once when the game loads. Since every single element has a function that checks whether the main character collides with it, there is a lot of computational power needed and the browser on mobile devices could not offer it during different tests. However, it is possible to solve the issue in future versions as described in chapter 9.
Chapter 6
Evaluation

To assess whether the implemented system is well suited for the intended final users, an evaluation activity has been carried out. Both physiotherapists and children were included in such study: the therapist had to help the children to go through the interface of the game, since they have a limited hand/finger dexterity. Once the necessary tasks were carried out by the physiotherapist, he would start the game and the control would switch to the children. In the following sections a thorough description of the study will be given, while the results will be presented in the following chapter.

6.1 Approach

Since the beginning, the research group has been aware of the difficulty of finding potential candidates to test the game with, especially regarding children. Indeed, between 3 and 5 children were expected to take part to the final test of the system, a prediction that correctly matches reality. For this reason, a qualitative study seems more appropriate, since the number of participants would not be significant for a quantitative, generalizable study. Moreover, a qualitative inquiry supports a more thorough and open exploration, which gives a strong understanding on the particular context and stakeholders group.

The methods used for the evaluation were the following:

- observations, both during the set-up and gaming phases.
- video recordings from two different angles to focus both on the gameplay and on the facial reaction of the children. Moreover, the set-up phase carried out by the physiotherapist was also recorded.
- semi-structured interviews following the end of the gameplay. As an additional tool to stimulate the conversation, the smiley-o-meter method has been used to ask an initial opinion about a topic [29]. Afterwards, more in-depth questions were asked.

- unstructured interviews with the physiotherapists after the children would leave to room, to wrap up the session and get additional feedback on topics such as usability of the interface, their perspective on the children’s experience and the potential therapeutic benefits of the game.

### 6.2 Background & Goals

The project focused on building a more engaging breathing exercise system for children affected by Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy. There are existing solutions, but initial interviews with physiotherapists following these children suggested that they would not use such systems in the setting of their home, without the assistance of the therapist. By including elements of gamification and music therapy, this project aims to increase the motivation and foster the independent gaming in a home environment. This, in turn, could lead to an increased lifespan expectancy thanks to a continuous daily training.

The goal of this particular evaluation sessions is to find an answer to the research questions presented in the introductory chapter, which are reported below for convenience:

- what is the added value of adding gamification and musical elements to the classic breathing therapy exercises?
  - do they stimulate different breathing behaviour patterns during exercises?
  - do they provide more motivation and engagement towards the therapy?
- do users understand the game mechanics and perform actions correctly?
- can the therapist have control over the settings of the game in a way that contributes to the therapy?
6.3 Context

The test took place in the Roessingh Revalidatie Centrum, which is the same structure where the children go to school and carry out their therapy routines. The decision to do it in this setting has to do with mainly with logistic issues in moving the participants in another location, such as the university premises, and the interference that this will bring to their schedule.

The evaluation was carried out in a private room to avoid external interruptions. The children were sitting on their electric wheelchair, which they use to move around the facility in autonomy. The hardware prototype was placed on the table-like surface which comes with these special wheelchairs, directly in front of the child. They needed to be placed exactly in front of the computer screen where the game was running, both for comfort and recording purposes.

Regarding the video recordings, as just mentioned one source was the computer camera. An additional reflex camera mounted on a tripod was placed behind the child on their side, in order to capture both the gameplay and the interaction with the physiotherapist assisting him/her.

6.4 Participants

Eventually, 4 children were allowed by their parents to participate and be filmed for research purposes while playing the game. They were all male participants, aged between 10 and 15 years of age. It is important to mention that the physiotherapists reported that 2 of the kids were cognitively challenged / less developed than the others, a condition that is quite common and believed to be related to the lack of the dystrophin protein [2]. This specific type of user profile is also described and generalized in chapter 3.6.

Also 3 physiotherapists participated to the evaluation. Their role consisted in assisting the children, for instance by helping them with the placement of the tube and mouthpiece, and interact with the interface to set-up the game.
6.5 Risk analysis

Before running the evaluation, the most dangerous outcomes could have been the potential light-headed feelings and minor breathing issues, as a result from the frequency of action required by the game. However, the therapist was there to assist them while playing the game, therefore these issues could be foreseen and quickly addressed in the case of their manifestation. Eventually, no such episodes were reported.

The approval to conduct this evaluation session has been granted by the Ethical Committee of the University of Twente under the reference number RP 2018-11.

6.6 Schedule

The duration of the test phase will be approximately 30 minutes long for each child and include the following phases:

- 5 minutes introduction about the test and the game itself.

- 5 minutes set-up phase, where the physiotherapist goes through some tasks to prepare the game for the child.

- 10 minutes testing, in which the children goes through the training level to eventually play the game and try to get the highest score possible

- 5 minutes interview with the child, where opinions about specific topics will be asked.

- 5 minutes post-evaluation interview with physiotherapists.

6.7 Script

Preparation

- Set-up the camera and tripod for video recording (if parents allowed it).

- Power up the hardware prototype and make sure it is connected to the Internet.
• Place the computer in front of the children, and open the main screen of the game in the browser.

• Prepare the hardware device on the table, in front of the user.

• Notepad + pen to take notes while observing

• Set-up the smartphone for post-evaluation interview recording (if parents allowed it)

**Introduction to the test**

• Explain what the test will consist of, namely trying out a game and getting some feedback on how to improve it.

• Make sure to stress that the child is not the one being tested, but his/her opinion is precious to improve the game.

• Tell the goal of the game: to get the higher score, by collecting as many coins as possible. Mention also the special boxes and their meaning.

• Say that there is a training level before the actual game starts, so they can practice a bit and get a better idea on how the game works.

• Explain to the physiotherapist that they will participate by setting up the game for the child.

• Let the physiotherapist take over and prepare the game.

**Set-up of the game**

In this phase, the therapist needs to sign-up the child by inputting name and password. Secondly, the calibration for the child’s breathing levels has to be taken. Once these phases are over, the physiotherapist will start the training level.

**Playing the game**

The child will play the training level, asking the physiotherapist whenever he wants to restart the level or proceed to the next phase. Once the real game is started, the final score will be recorded and saved on the database.
Interview

Ask the following questions to the children. Given the choice of a semi-structured interview, if an interesting topic emerges from an insight diverge from these momentarily.

- What did you think about the game? How did you play it? *(checking what they understood about the game)*

- Do you want to play once more right now?

- What do you think about the music in the game? Did it help you to play or did it create confusion? *(music therapy aspect)*

- If a friend beats your high score, would you try to beat him again? *(social aspects + gamification)*

- Would play these games sometimes also in your free time? *(check if the system is engaging and they are motivated to play)*

- What would you add in the game that you like? What would you remove?
Chapter 7

Results

This chapter will outline the outcomes of the evaluation session described in the previous one. Overall, the system had a good first impression on the children, proven by the fact that they asked to play it again several times. An interesting fact worth mentioning is that although none of them managed to complete the level in its entirety, they were not discouraged to play and actually wanted to achieve a better result by trying to improve their score. Additionally, although the level design seemed to be too difficult for quickly switching between breathing efforts, the overall impression was that every child improved over time and understood better the controls. The kind of therapeutic breathing that was meant to be exercised in this game regarded the fast inhalation and exhalation efforts. Initially, the children tried to breathe long and hard to move the character around, resulting in the main character to fly instead of jumping in a more controlled manner. However, since the coins were carefully placed to stimulate the intended kind of breathing and the goal is to collect as many as possible, the participants changed the way they played once they got a good understanding of the commands. This resulted in an improvement on the final score, which is related to a more controlled gameplay and an improved attendance to the desired breathing pattern.

For recommendations on potential solutions and improvements of the current prototype, as well as ideas for the future development of the system, refer to chapter 9.
7.1 Approach

The approach used for the analysis of the data gathered (observations, video and audio recordings) consisted in the phases described hereafter.

- separation of the whole process the participants had to go through in phases, which corresponds approximately to the game screens. Additional insights which were not confined to the current screen were reported in different categories, such as Persona for details concerning the kind of user taking part to the test.

- examination of the recordings and observation: whenever an interesting insight or pain point was mentioned or noticed by the researched, it was noted down on a post-it, as well as in which phase it happened and by which user (using a different coloured paper).

- once all the materials have been investigated, the phase of finding patterns and grouping them together started. For instance, a common theme that resulted in the game itself was its difficulty.

The analysis in its entirety can be found in appendix A.6 but the general insights will be discussed details in the following sections.

7.2 Differences in children’s cognitive abilities and consequences on the gameplay

It became clear at the end of all the 4 testing sessions that significant individual differences exist in children with DMD. Apart from diverse motor abilities, the cognitive ones also emerged during the evaluation. As an example, one of the participants was constantly blowing air in the opposite direction as the arrows displayed in the training level. The physiotherapist noticed it as well, therefore asking the child if that aspect was clear. Despite receiving a positive answer, the child kept on performing the direction wrong throughout the different times he tried the demo level.
Another instance of the low cognitive abilities was made clear in the post-evaluation interview, when one of the children was asking first what the faces on the smiley-o-meter represented (inability to differentiate between happy and sad emotions), and then proceeded to answer to questions previously asked, not being able to focus on the current topic.

This is an interesting finding, since it show the many facets within the user group targeted and might inform the design of future products targeting it. However, it is important to stress the fact that despite not achieving good results in terms of ranking and game understanding, the children with cognitive problems during the game were focusing on it and practising a specific type of respiration, which eventually reaches the therapeutic goals the physiotherapist is interested in for rehabilitation purposes.

### 7.3 Interface usability issues

As mentioned in the previous chapter, during the evaluation also the interface was tested to highlight usability issues and inform a potential future redesign of the game. The participant carrying out these tasks was the physiotherapist (in this particular section the term always refer to the professional figure), and thanks to the feedback received many problems have been noticed. First, the use of a native browser tooltip / pop-up has been a design mistake, because all the participants skipped it by clicking the OK button without even reading the content. When asked why, they reported that they are normally seen as annoying or not important. Therefore, the calibration part, which is essential to adjust the controls of the game to the specific child’s breathing levels, was skipped and the researcher needed to intervene and make them notice that it was an important step to take.

Furthermore, an issue was highlighted in the settings page. Here the professional figure can select which input device to use, currently allowing either keyboard/touch or the breathing device. In two cases, when asked to switch to the other device the physiotherapists were puzzled, since the non-selected option has 50% opacity to show its state. However, what they understood was that the option was not available.
The observations of this phase led the researcher to the impression that it was not clear to the carer that the default option for the input device was the keyboard/touch one.

Lastly, a lack of information caused a misuse of the calibration feature. Indeed, the game works with both inhalation and exhalation as controls, and both are measured for the single child in order to calibrate the effort needed to carry out an action. Despite this preamble, two physiotherapist asked if also the inhalation was needed, potentially because no instructions were included in the actual calibration page, only in the previous one.

### 7.4 Level design, proximity of breathing actions and prototype structure

A general feedback that has been gathered thanks to both observations and interviews with the physiotherapists has been the difficulty mainly deriving from the level design. Indeed, the distance between the obstacles is not sufficient to allow the children to properly finish one action and initiate the following one. This problem initially caused a bit of frustration in the children, but the game mechanics were better assimilated in the subsequent tries. In this regard, the physiotherapist suggested that having more time between actions would be easier for them; moreover, higher obstacles would be appreciated since the therapeutic effect would be even more effective, requiring the children to operate a more explosive exhalation and a deeper inhalation.

Another potential cause of difficulties concerns the mouthpiece and tube design. In this prototypical version, the latter was flexible and needed to be hold either by the child or the physiotherapist. The consequence of this flexibility is that sometimes the kid has to keep the mouthpiece secured to his/her mouth with the lips muscles, without having the chance to breathe without it in the way. This, in turn, activates the controls for moving the game character down, inducing actions that the child did not intend to carry out and therefore causing frustration.

Although these issues were found, the children wanted to keep playing and over time
7.5 Gamification elements as a necessary tool for motivation and engagement

Amongst the most interesting results of the study, the inclusion of the leaderboard system was a successful component for motivation. Indeed, all the participants agreed that they would try to beat a friend’s high score if he/she gets an higher score than them. Moreover, in some instances the children asked to see the ranking and check their position compared to the other players, also enjoying a little competition with one of their parents to see who could perform better. Therefore, it could be stated that the gamification component is an important part of the system, and other elements could be included to stimulate the engagement and the motivation even more, such as special elements, achievements and trophies. Overall, thanks also to inclusion of gamification aspects, the game was appreciated and all the participants wanted to try multiple times despite a little frustrated for the difficulty of completing the level (especially in one case, a child played for a total of 10-12 times, asking for additional 3 games at the end). All of them agreed on the fact that they would play again.

7.6 Music therapy component’s issues

In some cases the role of music was recognized at least partially helpful in the game, for instance by realizing that the coin placement was following it by going up and down. However, in most cases the function of music was perceived as a background element, not really giving clues on how to proceed in the level. One aspect that came out of the testing is the visual predominance over the sound, since they needed to collect the coins as main goal.

Regarding the role of music in the project, especially after conducting the observations, the researcher is positive that the negative outcomes were due to the level design
and the lack of possibilities to improve the skills required to play the game level. As previously discussed in chapter 3.3, the design of a game should take into account the presence of little and big games. A more thorough discussion regarding this matter can be found in chapter 9.

In conclusion, with a more detailed and gradually built skill-set and a focus on pairing the actions with increasingly difficult musical clues should allow for an easier integration of the music therapy elements within the context of the current project.

7.7 Game design issues and feature requests

Many suggestions were given around the game design and some issues that were encountered. For instance, many participants were jumping on top of the enemies in the level expecting to kill them, being instead penalized because they were supposed to avoid them. The physiotherapist actually commented “why does the duck get hurt when it jumps on top of enemies? Shouldn’t it be like in Super Mario?”. This shows that familiarity with games of the same kind is also potentially known by these kids, and for reasons of consistency should be also integrate into the current implementation.

A visual clue integrated into the game consisted of a vertical bar expanding in height, either growing upwards or downwards, to simulate the breathing patterns exercised by the children. Moreover, the bar would change the colour in the case the strength of the breath passed the necessary threshold to carry out an action in the game. However, this visual depiction was not understood neither by the carers nor the children: a physiotherapist asked: “about the green bar on the left of the duck, what is that again?”. This feedback shows that this functionality might either not be needed or some redesign should be carried out.

The final point regards the feature requests. Two participants mentioned that the possibility of playing online with other friends would be a worthy addition. It is interesting to notice that this aspect has been mentioned also during the interviews with physiotherapists and parents, therefore making this topic a candidate feature for a future version of the game.
Chapter 8
Conclusions

In this thesis a gaming ecosystem for respiratory rehabilitation purposes in the context of the Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy disorder has been introduced, discussed and evaluated. The broader goal that this project focused on addressing is to create a more engaging experience by hiding therapeutic exercises in a gaming context, in order to increase the rate of training carried out autonomously by the children at home.

The project tackled many different areas, ranging from hardware to software implementations. First, a custom hardware device was designed and assembled to sense breathing patterns and send this data over the Internet. Second, a videogame embedding gamification and music therapy elements was developed, moreover adding the possibility to control it through different input sources, such as keyboard/touch or the breath sensing device just mentioned. Lastly, the back-end technology was developed and hosted online to direct the data from the custom device to the game itself, also allowing the communication with a database to store and retrieve the children calibration data for gaming and therapy purposes.

In the following section, an answer to the research questions outlined in the introduction of this document will be given.

8.1 Research goals

Each research question will be reported in the following paragraphs and given an evaluation based on the work carried out in this thesis.

1. What is the added value of adding gamification and musical elements to the classic breath-
ing therapy exercises?

Following the insights presented in the results of the evaluation session, it can be stated that both gamification and music therapy elements seemed to be useful, to different degrees, to enhance the motivation and engagement to the game solution developed. The gamification component of the leaderboard seemed to be particularly effective in stimulating the competitiveness side of the participants, therefore potentially leading to an improved adherence to the therapy. Regarding the music component, the results were less impressive due to a non-optimal implementation of the level design and pairing of action to musical clues as discussed in the results chapter. However, the feedback collected was very valuable and a more thoughtful implementation which builds on the observations collected could massively improve the effect of the influence of music in combination with the aforementioned gamification elements.

2. Do they (gamification and music components) stimulate different breathing behaviour patterns during exercises? Do they provide more motivation and engagement towards the therapy?

It has been noted that especially in some of the participants these elements proved to enhance motivation and lead to an high level of engagement. These factors had the effect on yielding an increased effort that the children put into completing the level, both in terms of breathing strength and repetition of the exercises, consequently favouring the requirements outlined during the interviews with the physiotherapists.

3. Do users understand the game mechanics and perform actions correctly?

The game proved to be quite challenging to master in the initial phases, requiring some tries in the training level to get a hold of the controls and to understand the physics correctly. However, after some repetitions the participants showed an overall improvement in the gameplay and the feeling of being able to control the main character properly in such a short time (10 minutes on average) stimulated a general re-play effect.
4. *Can the therapist have control over the settings of the game in a way that contributes to the therapy?*

In the current version of the videogame, the physiotherapist has the ability to tweak the level at which the children have to perform according to their level, which was established in the calibration phase. This option allows him to adjust the expected performance for every session, which is a desirable feature since the children could have bad days in which they cannot and shouldn’t perform at high levels. Therefore, this aspect has been covered and it shows that it is possible to allow the control of the therapeutic concerns through the game interface.

Overall, the project has proven the validity of the research inquiries just discussed, paving the way for further work in this area.
Chapter 9
Discussion and future work

The work presented in the previous chapters revealed the potential of gamification and music therapy assets to increase the engagement of the children affected by DMD. However, many shortcomings were assessed during the evaluation phase with users, and many solutions can be implemented to further improve the whole setup. Over the next chapters, suggestions on how to develop them will be discussed, eventually setting a broader vision towards which the project could evolve.

9.1 Performance improvement

As reported in chapter 5.5, there are issues in running the current version on mobile device due to performance issues. However, many solutions exist to fix them: for instance, instead of loading the whole level at once the tilesets (which are maps describing the level structure and graphic elements) could be split and loaded in chunks, avoiding to have functions that listen for collisions on every part of the level at the same time. Moreover, by removing all the elements that pass over the left side of the screen from memory, the colliders of these objects will also become inactive.

9.2 Level design and music therapy

Regarding the level design, a needed tweak would consist in representing the little games as minor levels that can be leveraged to teach the basic skills that are needed to proceed through the level. An important aspect that should be addressed through these levels that
gradually increase in complexity is the relationship between game actions and music: for instance, the first level could consist of a simple drum beat which requires to do a simple action as jumping (exhalation), while the next level could focus only on the inhalation part. Afterwards, the ability of combining those should be tackled, and gradually build up other skills such as double jumps. Once these techniques have been mastered, the player should be able to successfully deal with any level design the game offers. With the collaboration of the music therapists, it is possible to perfectly match the musical clues to the desired therapeutic actions and effects.

The topic of music therapy is strictly related to the level design. Indeed, the latter is totally dependent on the tracks prepared in collaboration with the music therapists. Currently, two scenarios seem to be the most likely to happen: the ideal one would be to develop an algorithm that can analyse the tracks and map the features of music to the level objects, as previously discussed in this thesis. However, this requires a considerable effort and resources and it is likely to be carried out by a larger research group that involves different professional figures. The second scenario consists of manually hard-coded levels that fit a specific musical piece, where the placement and height of the obstacles would be analysed in collaboration with the music therapists. In both cases, the option to adapt the level for a specific breathing training should be included: as an example, the second scenario would then offer three different versions of the same level/song, focusing on either fast exhalations and inhalations, controlled and deep ones or a mix of both. This setup depends on the input given by the physiotherapist.

Another chance for improvement stands in the motion design of the on-screen elements. For instance, in the current version the bees are pulsing at the same rhythm of the beat of the song, but it is very subtle and the attention is drawn more on the coins, since they contribute to increase the score. By increasing the motion of elements that move with the music, like previously discussed games such as SoundScapes do, it is arguable that a better understanding of the role of the music might derive from this improvement.

Lastly, the inclusion of additional gamification elements would potentially increase the re-play factor. For instance, in-game elements such as special boxes give either extra lives or temporarily double the coins value in the current implementation. However,
more behaviours are available, such as invincibility for a limited amount of time. Thanks to the inclusion of these elements, which all intend to help the player to reach an higher score, it is possible to assume that more diversity would allow for an increased interest in the game and a higher engagement over time. Moreover, the advantage brought by these special elements could promote their collection, and by carefully designing the levels they could be placed in locations that require an increasing breathing effort to be reached, thus fostering the respiration patterns with therapeutic benefits.

9.3 Interface improvements

During the evaluation phase, many issues were observed regarding the user interface, both while the therapist was setting up the game and when the children were playing through the levels. However, many solutions are available to solve these problems.

One of the most critical concerns relates to the skipping of the calibration phase, caused by the pop-up which was perceived as not important. To fix this matter, two ideas come to mind: for instance, when no calibration has ever been recorded for a new user the first step before starting the game the calibration step could be enforced, subsequently allowing to play the game. Another method consists in blocking the welcome screen and creating an in-game tooltip menu that directly takes the user to the calibration page without giving the chance to incur into mistakes by selecting the start button. Another unclear aspect regarding the calibration was the need to do it both for inspiration and exhalation: a more contextual explanation should help in carrying out this operation correctly, for example by displaying first the instructions to breathe in and afterwards switching to the ones asking to breathe out.

Concerning the device selection in the settings page, this issue can be solved by changing the paradigm used for the visualization of buttons states. The current implementation mistakenly associated the selected state with what traditionally is meant to communicate a disabled state: by changing the former with a different visual style that follows general guidelines, it would be possible to inform the user about what is active or not in a more efficient manner. Moreover, from the welcome page the carers were not
able to instantly understand which device was selected by default. To improve this aspect, an addition of the currently selected device as additional information in this page would be helpful.

Regarding the reversed breathing pattern showed during the gameplay with one child, a button to quickly invert the mapped action should suffice and add flexibility for the setup even during the game. Moreover, this setting could be added to the preferences related to the user’s account and saved on the online database. Another visual element related to the breathing which brought some doubts to the users is the bar visualized on the left part of the screen, which failed to communicate clearly its function: a possible solution to improve it consists in utilizing the same circles that are proposed as a measuring unit in the calibration phase, since the children would be already familiar with their meaning.

9.4 Physical prototype

The hardware and casing were suitable for the initial testing purposes, although some issue were observed. For instance, the mouthpiece and tube design should be improved in such a way that once their position is set, no further assistance from a parent or carer is needed. A solution would consist of a flexible arm, which can be adjusted according to the required height and vicinity to the child and can also maintain that position.

9.5 Desirable features

As previously discussed in the results chapter, the multiplayer online feature was mentioned or requested from every stakeholder that took part in the project. Although it was not implemented in the current version, the existing codebase already supports this functionality thanks to the SocketIO library. While experimenting the potential of this service, a quick multiplayer game was developed for testing purposes, therefore confirming that it is pragmatically possible to add it to the project. The abstract idea on how it would work consists in having the clients communicating their own character’s position to the
server, which then broadcasts this information to all the other connected clients to update the position of the character as well. On top of this information, additional data such as collected elements needs to be forwarded to all the connected players in order to have an up-to-date situation in real-time.

9.6 The vision and meaning of the project

The current project solely focused on DMD children as a starting point to design this system. In the previous chapters, the chance to offer the same game to people with other kind of disabilities thanks to the use of different sensors has been mentioned. However, what this project revealed through the interviews with the stakeholders is that these children also have important connections in their life with friends with no disabilities. Therefore, allowing to control the game through diverse inputs, such as a normal touch interface or computer keyboard, allows the development and preservation of the connections with friends and family members, offering an entertaining platform that apart from serving a therapeutic goal also helps to close the gap between people with disabilities and the world from which they are frequently excluded.
Appendix A

A.1 Forms

A.1.1 Information brochure

Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy (DMD) is een degeneratieve ziekte dat leidt tot progressieve spier functionaliteit beschadiging. Gedurende de beginfase van de ziekte zullen alle ledematen het meest aangetast zijn. Gedurende het laatste stadium worden belangrijke spieren zoals in de luchtwegen en het hart aangetast. Vooral tijdens het laatste stadium van DMD, hebben vele onderzoekers onderzoek gedaan of dagelijks oefening routines kunnen bijdragen aan het vertragen van het afbreken van de genoemde spieren, met als effect voor beter leef kwaliteit en het verlengen van de levensduur. Het huidige project focust op alleen ademhalingsoefeningen, met als doel om de betrekking en motivatie te verbeteren tijdens therapie. Om dit resultaat te behalen, wordt de ademhalingsoefeningen getransformeerd in spelletjes waarbij de patiënt ademhaling gebruikt om het spel te spelen. Elementen van "gamification", zoals het uitreiken van troeven en een scorebord. Ook wordt muziek in het uiteindelijke systeem gentegreerd, omdat een aantal onderzoekers hebben bewezen dat het een verhoogde opkomst oplevert voor therapie dankzij betere motivatie en betrokkenheid. Het onderzoek richt zich niet op medische aspecten, maar om kinderen het systeem te laten uitproberen en om terugkoppeling te ontvangen over mogelijke verbeteringspunten volgens hun behoefte en voorkeuren. Het onderzoek focust om erachter te komen of traditionele ademhalingsoefeningen, gemengd met spel en muziek elementen de betrokkenheid verhoogd van het kind.
Lees de brochure voordat je beslist of je mee wilt doen aan het onderzoek; als je vragen hebt over het project, kun je contact opnemen met de universiteit.

**Contactgegevens**

Je bent gevraagd of uw kind kan participeren in een testsessie van dit project. Je kunt er meer over lezen in de brochure. De informatie zal je helpen om een beslissing te nemen of je denkt dat uw kind kan participeren in dit onderzoek. Er zijn twee onderzoekers wie het onderzoek leidt: Dennis Reidsma en Alessandro Capra. Als er iets niet duidelijk is, kan je het altijd vragen aan de onderzoekers voor extra uitleg. De contactgegevens zijn hieronder te vinden.

Research group: Human Media Interaction

Alessandro Capra, Masters student: a.capra@student.utwente.nl

Dennis Reidsma, Assistant Professor: d.reidsma@utwente.nl

**Onderzoek tijdens de testdag: Hoe het werkt**

*Wat gebeurt er tijdens het testen?*

De kinderen zullen verschillende prototypes van het spel / de spellen op verschillende dagen, van een initieel basisversie van het uiteindelijke prototype. Ze zullen spelen door te exhaleren/inhaleren door een zelf gemaakte systeem dat ademhaling detecteert. Hierdoor hebben de kinderen de controle over de spelmechanieken. Tijdens de activiteit zullen de onderzoekers observaties uitvoeren, door bijvoorbeeld notities te maken over wanneer het spel moeilijk te begrijpen is of wanneer onderdelen van het spel te moeilijk zijn om af te ronden. Ook wordt er een kort interview gehouden aan het eind van de test om vragen te stellen aan het kind of ze het spel leuk vonden of bepaalde specifieke wensen wat voor hen het spel zal verbeteren. Deze benadering zal de verdere ontwikkeling van het prototype helpen in de volgende fasen.

*Wie begeleidt en vindt de activiteiten uit?*

De spelletjes zijn gemaakt door de onderzoekers bij de universiteit, met terugkoppeling van de therapeut wie de kinderen zal volgen om zeker te zijn om potentiële schade niet op te roepen. De onderzoekers zijn verantwoordelijk voor de directe begeleiding van de activiteiten, met de aanwezigheid van de therapeut om de veiligheid van de kinderen te bewaken.
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Wat voor soort informatie wordt er verzameld?

Gedurende de activiteiten worden de kinderen geobserveerd en eventueel gefilmd bij toestemming van de ouders/voogden van de kinderen. Kinderen worden kort getext wanneer ze klaar zijn met het testen van het systeem. De filmpjes en interview antwoorden worden verwerkt en opgeslagen waardoor de identiteit van het kind niet meer te achterhalen is. Elke (interview) vragen worden van te voren beoordeeld en goedgekeurd door de opzichter van het project en de therapeut.

Wie kunnen de beelden en interviews bekijken?

Het beeldmateriaal en interviews zijn alleen toegankelijk voor mensen die betrokken zijn met dit onderzoeksprogramma. Een lijst van namen wie toegang heeft op het materiaal is beschikbaar en kan worden aangevraagd by Dennis Reidsma. Deze materialen worden absoluut niet toegankelijk voor derden of voor reclame doeleinden.

Kunt u uw toestemming wijzigen?

Als je al toestemming hebt gegeven, en je wilt het beeldmateriaal van het kind verwijderen, kunt u dit aangeven bij Dennis Reidsma.

Krijgen de ouders ook informatie toegestuurd over het resultaat?

De geanonimiseerde resultaten worden deel van een Master’s thesis onderzoek. Ook is het mogelijk om contact op te nemen met de onderzoekers voor de resultaten.

Meer informatie en onafhankelijk advies.

Wilt u graag onafhankelijk advies ontvangen over participatie in dit onderzoek of over een klacht? Dan kunt u contact opnemen met Anja Strootman-Baas, de secretaris van de ethiek commissie (ethics-comm-ewi@utwente.nl). De commissie bestaat uit onafhankelijke experts van de universiteit en zijn beschikbaar voor vragen en klachten over het onderzoek.

Voor andere vragen kunt u contact opnemen met de docenten en beheerder van de school of de onderzoekers van de universiteit.

A.1.2 Consent for interview with parents

The document, both in English and Dutch, can be found at the following link: https://goo.gl/UeBonv
A.1.3 Consent for testing with children

The document, both in English and Dutch, can be found at the following link: https://goo.gl/PrNdNu

A.2 Interview questions / therapist

1. Can you state your name and age?

2. What is your profession about?

3. How many years did you work as therapist for children?

4. How is the therapy session organized? How many exercises and how long do they last?

5. Which exercises are usually employed? Can you describe them?

6. Which kind of measurement on the lung capacity are made on a recurring basis?
   
   (a) Is it needed to calibrate the exercises every day based on the lung performance of the kid?

7. Do kids have the same tolerance regarding the length of the exercise? How long is it safe for them to exercise before getting exhausted?

8. Are there some exercises that are more dangerous and could potentially harm the patient if not followed directly by the therapist?

9. How do you see kids reacting to the exercises? (Bothered, sad...)

10. Do you see any issue in the way exercises are currently done? (in terms of engagement of the children) Any idea on what/how to improve?

11. How do you interact with the kids during the exercises? Any advice on how to approach them?
A.2 Interview questions / therapist

12. Are these children used to technology, especially tablets and mobile devices (they cannot use it directly, but do they know them and interact with them?)

13. There are some video games solutions to train the respiratory muscles, usually consisting in a game on iPad controlled with a specific device (Groovtube) that measures breathing. Have you ever tried them out?

14. If yes, what are your thoughts about them?

   (a) Are some more effective than others in your opinion? Which elements do you think are making them better?

   (b) What are the elements that you find truly problematic in these games?

   (c) How would you improve them? Any idea is welcome

15. Both regarding musical therapy and the games, what is your view on what children really like about these approaches?

16. On the other hand, when do you see that they are not properly engaged or motivated? What are the elements that causes this reaction in your opinion?

17. One possible implementation of this project would see the children playing independently (helped by parents to use a tablet) at home.

   (a) Do you think the attendance to traditional exercises would still be high as when followed by the therapist?

   (b) How do you see this scenario? (need to have therapist always close?)

18. The solution that is going to be developed incorporates elements of music and gamification (e.g. rankings, trophies). Do you think, compared to the available games, that this approach could enhance the interest of the kids? Any idea?

19. Final question: any thought or idea you would like to share after this discussion?
A.3 Thematic analysis / physiotherapists

Ideal training at home

- No, I don’t think that exercising at home without therapist is dangerous, I don’t see problems with it

- The biggest harm that can be done is that they don’t train at their current threshold, therefore undertraining and losing some functionality

- A gamified solution where they train every day could help delaying the assisted breathing therapy

- 10-20 minutes a day would be ideal for individual therapy better to have some exercise per day and not for a long time they are busy with other tasks so if they had to do training, it should be easy to do

- But it’s not only important the exercise, we try to make it more fun since it has to be done for years and they get bored.

Issues in following therapy at home

- These kids have quite a lot of activities on a daily basis

- Problem is that they have to do these exercises on top of the other tasks

- “I don’t have the time”, “I forgot about it”. The issue is that when people do not have immediate results on their training, then as human beings are not very likely to keep on doing it in the long term.

- Very few do their exercises [individually at home]

Features needed by therapists

- It would be nice to build [exercises] in this sets and repetitions
• interesting to make a plan after the child lung functionality has been tested, and put these plans in the game itself

• set [exercise] up and connect them with the agenda saying “we train these days with these sets of exercises”.

• programs with blowing 10-15 times, and then we repeat it 3 times [with EMT device] we test during the process to increasingly adjust the resistance to train lung function.

• for us it’s important to be able to modify the environment to make them blow even harder during the exercise

• You could measure and store data, using the threshold for the next time

• it would be nice to keep those values [calibration of previous session] for the next time, being able to test it also the next time at the same level

**General and individual therapy**

• general things are deep inhaling, deep exhaling and alternate it with an explosive sucking and explosive blowouts.

• (General): keep your breath for a long time and breathe out all the way.

• (General): if you train the exhalation muscles those are the ones used for coughing most of the times they should do all the exercises [excluding special cases]

• (Personalized): [number and length of breathing exercises] depends on their problem

• (Personalized): Duration of breathing is very personal, it can vary a lot. Some max exhale have 3-4 seconds, while others have 15 seconds.

• (Personalized): Games like Groovtube uses a threshold that can be moved to control the difficulty.
Advantages of embedding gamification elements

- When they do (exercises) with a game or music, I see that they are happier. It’s more functional, and if they do only the exercises they feel just like a patient.

- all of these trainings and exercises add up to the daily routine, but a game could be more of a motivation for them

- these games have an effect of increasing motivation, and especially with children with low cognitive functionality. They are more able to reach their threshold.

- In the past, children had masks to wear when doing respiration exercises, but it’s very difficult to keep that going over time, because it’s a boring exercise.

- I believe the interaction between their breathing and the game elements take the attention away from their current situation and they are focused on something else

- ability to change something (e.g. change photo effect) with their breath

System / Game design considerations

- “a really important aspect is the social one. I was thinking, is it also maybe possible to play music and make a game that they can play together with others? Like in sports, if there’s a group it’s usually more fun to do right?”

- the idea of connecting with each other and train together is really nice

- not forced to keep on blowing repeatedly, so they won’t inhale and get lightheaded

- if you can measure the maximal exhalation and maximal inspiration before the game starts, you will have individual data you can control The levels required to perform have to be submaximal, because research tells that it’s best not to aim for the maximal level.

- have air going out (of the tube, to lower resistance).

- if [children] have a decrease in functionality and you become aware of it, keeping track of it could become demotivating. It’s something to keep in mind.
Comparing their performance is a no-go.

**Issues or missing features in current solutions**

- (calibration on max inhalation and exhalation) is what I miss in Groovtube
- The system doesn’t keep track of the data you input the last time [when exercising] we took some notes by hand on the kids performances
- only thing I miss from serious gaming is that they never reach the level of the famous videogames, FIFA or GTA.
- every time [in GroovTube] you can set the bar and number of repetitions, but after the exercise is over everything is gone and you have to setup a new test.
- sometimes the [Groovtube] apps freeze and they need to be restarted, making it frustrating both for the child that has to wait and the therapist

### A.4 Interview questions / parents

1. Name and age
2. Profession
3. About childrens daily life
   - What is a common day for them (what do they do from morning to evening)?
   - What do they like to do? Do they give you any feedback about something they like/dislike?
   - How do they spend their free time, one they are done with their tasks for the day?
   - How does Duchenne affects the kids life in your perspective? Their mood? Social life? How do you see their mental wellbeing over time?
4. About childrens life in social contexts (e.g. school)
• How much time of the day do they spend with other kids? Do they have difficulties in making friends, for instance at school, because of their condition?

• Do they get into good friendship with other kids affected by Duchenne?

• Do they wish / ask you to meet them occasionally? Do you think they feel good when they can meet up with them and do activities together?

5. Perspective on the therapies they follow

• Which kinds of therapy do they follow (breathing exercises with a machine, music therapy etc.)?

• Are you informed on the research about Duchenne, especially regarding the advantages of frequent exercises on a daily basis?

• What do you think is your kid perspective on the classic breathing exercises therapy? How do they feel about it?

• What do you think about the music therapy sessions (given the feedback from the kids)?

• Comparing the two different approaches we just talked about, which one do you think will work better in a home setting without the therapist assisting the kid?

• What is something you think could be improved in the current therapy, especially regarding the enhancement of continuous participation?

• Do you play often with your kids? Which kind of activities do you do?

• Do you have time / are able to support your children for training at home? Do you already do that?

• Do your children like playing games on iPad or similar devices (also with your participation)?

• Which kind of games do they like to play? Any example that comes to your mind?
6. Do you know the Groovtube? Would you be interested in a cheaper solution than Groovtube (if its known) to allow them to play home and exercise? Would you have time to assist them in setting up the game?

7. Any suggestion for the game? (playing with others? Kind of game?)

8. Finally, any idea or suggestion about features that you think should be included in the system?

A.5  Thematic analysis parent’s interview

As a reminder, this parent has two children with Duchenne. In the following analysis, two abbreviations (B. and T.) are used to refer to the two different kids while maintaining their anonymity.

Differences of disease in children

- (T.) low cognitive function and doesn’t speak
- (B.) he is as intelligent as other peers of his age. Plays online games on the Playsta-
- B. is still struggling with the fact that he is aware that it’s going to get worse with time.
- When he has no pain, T. is a very happy boy. He smiles and takes life as it is.

Game design

- It should be something visual that they could focus on
- It should have some musical elements inside
- they can also play with others
- nice if also other people (not only Duchenne kids) could play with him.
- Format could be either competitive (see who is the best at it) or collaborative
- it should be done in a way that is not felt like doing a therapy.
- games should be something that they can do together
- thanks to these (games at hospital, like blowing candles), now B. has something he can focus on

Social gaming

online he can play with school friends

- B. plays on the Playstation online, and he likes that a lot!
- (since the family lives outside Enschede, away from B. friends) during the week playing the game online is so nice for him!
- play videogames together (when friends are visiting B.)
- B. likes to visit school friends here in Enschede or they come over to our place.

Preferences regarding therapies

- music therapy (play the keyboard with their breath.), B. likes it a lot
- physiotherapy (swimming is liked, cycling not so much)
- at hospital (use some games like blowing off candles or play bowling with breath), not liked mainly because of setting
- (he does not like games in hospital because of setting) but also because of being or not in a group
- what B. doesn’t like (hospital tests) especially is that you have to wear this mask on your nose, and some tube he has to put the mouth around. It costs him a lot of pain in the muscles here (jaws).
- what B. likes is when he can do these things with others, it makes it easier.
**Motivation**

- B. says that he does enough at school, and he has the right to play videogames in his spare time!

- (if they didn’t do therapies throughout the day), they would have to do therapies after their school time, and they would be even busier and have less free time for themselves.

**Autonomy**

- since he (the uncle) lives in the same town he can go there by himself.

- With other friends, unfortunately they live far away and he cannot go there on his own

- (parents were trying to limit how much B. could play) but then we saw that it’s the only thing (videogames) he can do without us, by himself.

### A.6 Thematic analysis of evaluation session

Abbreviations used: PT (PhysioTherapist), INT (Interview), OBS (Observations).

A more visual depiction of this analysis, showcasing the different users that took part in it with different colors, can be found here: [https://goo.gl/Wqs6jS](https://goo.gl/Wqs6jS)

#### A.6.1 General

- PT: Idea of recording some instruments on your own, and then collaborate online on different tracks

#### A.6.2 Persona

- Theme: Low cognitive abilities
– INT: he asked what the smileys on the scale used in the interview meant, since he couldn’t understand it.
– OBS: Not sure he understood that he has to avoid bees and walls.
– During the interview, he was answering wrong questions asked before the current one.

A.6.3 Signup

No insights or pain points in this phase

A.6.4 Welcome

• Theme: Calibration pop-up ignored
  – PT skipped the calibration.
  – PT: “Usually I dismiss pop-ups automatically, it’s an habit”
  – PT would have clicked OK in the popup without reading the contents.
  – PT did not understand she had to access a menu to do calibration, she was just preparing the kid to blow after pressing start.
  – PT clicked OK in the popup without reading the contents. “I though it was not important”.

• PT couldn’t find the ranking icon.

A.6.5 Settings

• PT: “the breath button was half visible, I thought I couldn’t press it”

A.6.6 Calibration

• Theme: Uncertainty about how the interface works
  – Calibration of inhaling not well done, basically skipped.
A.6 Thematic analysis of evaluation session

– PT: “Does he also have to inhale?”

• OBS: Tried to reach maximal calibration several times.

• To change threshold, PT would have calibrated again and “then I think I can change it there”.

A.6.7 Training / Game

• Theme: Game difficulty

  – OBS: First time frustration, “It is difficult!”
  – OBS: 80% calibration is hard to use in a game with quick sequence of actions.
  – “It is difficult!”
  – OBS: to breath normally, child inadvertently activates controls of the game
  – OBS: Difficult to complete the level.
  – When playing without mouthpiece’s valve: “It is very difficult”
  – PT: “The gameplay should be easy”
  – INT: he says it’s difficult, but not too much and he became better at it
  – OBS: breathing in and out fast is quite difficult
  – Child wants to practice more, 3 training levels to get comfortable with controls
  – Child did not like the game, because it was too difficult (saddest smiley)
  – Would not play the game again, because it was too difficult (saddest smiley)
  – If the game would be less difficult, he would play it again (happiest smiley)
  – PT: “reaching the highest and deepest point was too fast, slowing it down is good”
  – OBS: difficult to understand how to breathe to properly control the character
  – OBS: the kid showed significant improvements after some trials.
  – PT: “By the end, he was only breathing out”.
  – INT: “At the beginning it was difficult, but then it became easier”.
• Theme: Music

– INT: the music helped the gameplay (happy smiley).
– PT: ”The music is a bit low in the beginning, you cannot get the clue in time”
– Kid: ”The first time I was following the coins, not the music”
– Child did not initially understand to follow music as hint on when to do an action
– Child used the music to go up and down in the game, he said it helped him.
– INT: child did not understand the music was meant to be followed.
– INT: child realized the music was going together with the coins (smiling)
– Child said he played by following the music
– INT: child perceived music more as background, not very helpful (neutral smile)
– INT: child used coins and arrows to get an idea on what to do, not music.
– INT: child did not follow the music to play the game.

• Theme: Prototype comfort

– It is more comfortable to play with additional mouthpiece given by father
– OBS: having to keep the mouthpiece in mouth is difficult
– OBS: problems in fitting the mouthpiece in mouth, cannot control well muscles.

• Theme: Gamification

– Smiling after having reached the first place in ranking
– INT: he would try to beat a friend’s high-score (happiest smiley). Smiling when saying this.
– After making it to first place, he wants to play again.
– Laughing at the father making mistakes in the game.
– He asks the PT to check the position in the rankings.
– He wants to play again after checking his position in ranking, he was 4th.
– INT: if he sees a friend going over his score, he would play to try to beat him.
– INT: he would play again to beat a friend’s high score if he receives a notification (happiest smiley).
– After playing for the score and seeing the ranking, he says that he wants to play again and that he likes the game.
– INT: he definitely would play to beat a friend’s high score (happiest smiley)

• Theme: Engagement & Motivation
  – INT: he says he wants to play again (happiest smiley).
  – INT: he wouldn’t add or remove anything, he says it’s good.
  – INT: he liked the game (happy smiley), would play again (same smiley)
  – End of interview: “Next time I’ll come again!”
  – Saying “Yeah” out loud after a successful series of actions
  – When asked if he is done with playing, he says the he wants to play more.
  – OBS: he played for a total of 10-12 times between training and game.
  – Almost towards the end, he asks if he can play 3 more times.
  – INT: he enjoyed the game (happy smiley).
  – INT: he would like to play again (happy smiley).
  – He asks interested “Will this game be also in the Netherlands?”

• Theme: Game design
  – PT: “Why does the duck get hurt when he jumps over enemies? Shouldn’t it be like Super Mario?”
  – Father: “Can this be played also on a big screen, like a TV?”
  – PT: “Playing together, for instance create music, would be nice”
  – PT: “About the green bar on the left of the duck, what is that again?”
• Theme: Home training

- INT: he would play at home (happiest smiley)
- He says he would play at home in the evening sometimes
- INT: he would probably not play at home, since he has other games on the Playstation (neutral smiley).
- PT: “I think the game is good, we should be able to make them play here and at home”
- INT: he definitely would play at home (he says “if I can play against others”).

A.7 Game screens

These can be found at the following url: https://goo.gl/5NoFwm


